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Change the reaction to chemistry
from “Huh?” to “Aha!” with the
Evonik Cyber Classroom.

Ready to journey deep within the molecule?
The Cyber Classroom from Evonik gives students
thrilling insights into the world of chemistry.
Developed in close cooperation with German
chemistry teachers, the 3D learning modules use
cutting-edge, interactive methods to make science
fun and bring lessons to life. Even the back row
will be craning their necks.
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editorial

“Knowledge must
be accessible
to people of all
talents”

Klaus Engel, Chairman of the Executive Board
of Evonik Industries AG

Dear readers,
Education means learning about the world. From our early
childhood, we accumulate knowledge in order to better understand and shape our surroundings. In this process, education is
not only a key to mastering the world, it is a cultural tool that
helps us become fully human.
From the dawn of humanity, people have been driven by
curiosity and a thirst for knowledge. Scientists, in particular,
strive to find out what binds the universe together at its core.
In doing so, they have solved many of mankind’s mysteries and
problems.
With their answers and wealth of ideas, physicists, biologists, and chemists have promoted human development
throughout history all the way to today’s advanced industrialized society. As a result, we have eradicated diseases, achieved
prosperity, and even flown to the moon. We are now about to
embark on the comprehensive digitization of our worlds of work
and leisure. Here again, only education can help us master the
challenges we face in our professional and private lives.
Education is very clearly a crucial location-based factor in
the global struggle for competitive advantages in the knowledge society. Access to knowledge has a decisive impact on personal success, and such access must therefore be available to
people of all talents, no matter what their social or geographical
background.
Education is our most important resource and should not be
limited to the rote learning of facts, dates, and formulas. Education enhances our senses and is responsible for all the aspects
of a person’s socialization process. People strive to achieve happiness and knowledge.
I wish you a stimulating read in this issue of Evonik Magazine
about the future of education.

Cover artist: Sebastian van den Akker | Page 3: Photography: Andreas Pohlamnn

Sincerely yours,
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Ed u ca tion
ORIGIN The word “education” has been
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used since the 1530s. It is derived
from the Latin “ēducātiō” (a rearing,
training” via the Middle French
“éducation.” Its use in the sense of
“schooling and training for work”
was first recorded in the 1610s
TYPICAL ASSOCIATIONS Higher education,
physical education, continuing
education
SYNONYMS Teaching, instruction
ANTONYMS Brainwashing, conditioning
USAGE
GENERAL: A process or course of

learning, instruction or training
PHILOSOPHY: Education should promote
the development of character and the
establishment of reason in a free
individual (Kant)
PEDAGOGY: Nurturing children and
teenagers according to their aptitudes
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Clay tablet, book, microfilm, hard disk, DNA chip—how people
record their knowledge, and how long these media last.
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Facts + Figures
rituals worldwide

How Kids Experience
Their First Day at School
Germany The Schultüte (school
cone) filled with sweets and presents is a purely German phenomenon.
Russia and Ukraine Presents are
not given to the children, but to the
teachers. Festively dressed school
children present bouquets to their
teachers. This is followed by performances and speeches.
Nigeria School uniforms are mandatory here as in many other countries. On the first day of school, first
graders stand at attention in front
of the school. After the teachers inspects the students’ fingernails, the
children sing songs, do gymnastics
and then go to their first class.
Brazil and South Africa The main
concern in rural regions is the acquisition of the expensive school uniform. When the children try on their
uniforms in the stores, their relatives
come by to help defray the costs.

India Divine blessing: The children
eat yogurt from sacred cows for
good luck. A red dot is also painted
on their foreheads as a blessing.
USA Although American children receive gifts, these consist of
practical things, such as pens, bags,
and pencil cases. The children are
delighted that they get gifts every
time the go on to the next stage of
school: from preschool to elementary school to high school.
UK Children are enrolled in school
at the age of four or five. Teachers
often visit their students to make
the transition easier.
Japan Day 1: Speeches and performances. On Day 2, the students
have to walk alone to school. It was
different when they still attended
daycare centers.
France There is no ceremony, not
even later when students get their
diplomas.

figures

Education
worldwide
84
%

82
%

76
%

86
%

1990 2000 2011 2015

86 percent of all adults
know how to read.
Even better, this share
is even over 90 percent
among adolescents
Source: Unesco

3.19
2.02
1.03
0.42

2000 2005 2011 2015

Over three billion
people already have
Internet access.
The current global
population is more than
seven billion.
Source: World Bank, UN

Survey: What Is Good Education?

61%
of South Korean school
children receive private
tutoring in mathematics
Source: OECD

USA
Simone Menne
CFO of Lufthansa: “Education is more than just the
imparting of knowledge—
it’s a form of empowerment.
In a more and more rapidly
changing environment, employees have to learn how to
behave correctly and take on
responsibility.”

Lars Ricken
Youth Coordinator of Borussia Dortmund: “Young people also need to be educated
in verbal skills, aesthetics,
ethics, and sports so that
they can think and act in
an exemplary manner. This
includes learning about respect, justice, and tolerance
as well as about hygiene and
nutrition.”

Gerhard Roth
Neuroscientist: “Education
results from trust. Unfortunately, you can’t simply tell
young people to just do everything themselves. Schools
must teach children how to
learn by themselves—and to
do so their whole life long.
That is what successful learning is all about—and its the
basis for a good education.”
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81%

Russia

76%

Germany

58%

Japan

28%

Share of students who
are convinced that their
teachers are interested
in their well-being
Source: OECD
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Nele Neuhaus’
first successful
novel was Snow
White Must Die.
Neuhaus knows
that nothing
effects children’s
education as
much as reading
at an early age

10

years—that’s how old German
students generally are when they
are allocated to different types
of schools on the basis of their
performance. That’s a very young
age compared to most countries,
where this transition occurs
between the ages of 14 and 16

3 questions for
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LEARNING
TO READ
Stories and
fairytales can
open up opportunities: People
who begin to
read books at
a young age
understand how
the world works
and make better
progress later in
life. That’s why
Nele Neuhaus
loves to promote reading:

1.

Reading is
wonderful
I have repeatedly discovered that
a shockingly large
number of children
and teenagers don’t
really understand
what they are reading
even though they
know how to read
the words. I already
loved to immerse
myself in the fantasy
worlds of books
when I was a little
girl. Nowadays, I
often encounter children who have never
voluntarily read a
book. That’s because
nobody has ever
taught them how
wonderful reading is!

2.

Reading
hones the
intellect
Reading trains and
inspires people’s
mental faculties and
improves their vo-

cabulary and verbal
skills. Reading results
in understanding.
Reading is education
and creates the foundation that enables
people to form their
own opinions. We
increasingly need this
ability today and will
require it even more
in the future.

3.

Reading
helps people’s careers
Today’s young
people need to speak
and write German
perfectly or they will
suffer from an unsurmountable disadvantage when they later
compete for college,
traineeships and
jobs. On social media
platforms, I see every
day how poor many
people’s knowledge
of spelling and grammar is—I find it really
shocking.

4.

Kids need
role
models
Children require role
models who read so
that they can relate
to books. It would
be ideal if one could
convince movie,
music, and sports
celebrities to publicly
proclaim their passion
for reading and thus
motivate children and
teenagers who think
reading is uncool.

Nele Neuhaus, 49, is
a successful writer of
mystery novels. Her
books have regularly
become bestsellers and
many have been turned
into movies. She has
created a foundation
that receives funding
from Evonik Industries. The foundation
promotes reading and
writing competitions at
schools and provides
assistance to public and
school libraries
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Sanni
Grahn-Laasonen
“Students need to
take on responsibility
at an early age”

1

Why does Finland always do
so well in studies of
scholastic performance?
It’s primarily due to
the high qualifications of our teachers,
who are trained
in a wide range of
subjects and receive
good pay. Another
crucial point is that
education doesn’t
focus solely on imparting knowledge.
Instead, our teachers
are encouraged to
develop their own
specific strengths
and learn their whole
lives long. In the future, we will also incorporate more field
trips and non-scholastic activities into
the curricula.

2

Is it true that
you will completely eliminate
traditional school
subjects?
We mainly want to
increase the permeability between
the various subjects.
Every student should
take part in at least
one interdisciplinary

project each school
year. This means that
a variety of teachers
will be included in
the process and the
students will also
have a say. It’s crucial
for students to ask
questions and take on
responsibility at an
early age.

3

What about
handwriting?
We heard you
wanted to abolish
it.
No, our intentions
were misconstrued.
Finnish students continue to learn how
to write with block
letters. They also
learn how to type on
keyboards as this skill
is becoming increasingly important in
daily life. We are only
abolishing cursive
handwriting.

Sanni Grahn-Laasonen,
33, has been Finland’s
education minister since
2015 and strongly
advocates a thorough
educational reform

8
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“It’s great to
give so many
people access to
knowledge”

9

THEY KNOW
HOW TO MAKE
LEARNING FUN
people and values
portraits

They explain things in a simple and interesting way. They make us
smarter. They transform, support, and challenge educational systems.
And they help young people become awesome. In this series we showcase education enthusiasts whose dedication should inspire others.

The librarian
Making all existing
knowledge immediately available to everyone—that’s the goal of
the Internet encyclopedia Wikipedia and its
founder, Jimmy Wales

Where is the world’s
longest river? Young
Jimmy, the son of a
salesman in Huntsville,
Alabama, had a burning
interest in finding out
all the answers he
didn’t yet know. And he
discovered that they lie
between heavy book
covers. Jimmy loved
encyclopedias. “I would

read one entry here,
another one there, and
get lost in it.” After
finishing college, he
realized that collecting
facts was his vocation.
The first company
founded by this computer freak, in 1996,
was a search engine.
This is how he came up
with the concept that

underlies Wikipedia:
an online library in
which everything we
know about the world
can be saved, made
freely available to all,
and quickly updated.
“Wiki” means “quick”
in Hawaiian, and
“pedia” was borrowed
from the English
word “encyclopedia.”
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Wikipedia, founded
15 years ago, fulfilled
the childhood dream
of Jimmy Wales, who
is now 49. It was a
huge jump for all of us.
Almost a billion people
click into the world’s
biggest library every
day. It is financed via
donations, and the
Wikipedia Foundation

oversees the quality of
the entries, which are
available in 280 languages. In one of the
27 million articles,
you can find out in
seconds the location
of the world’s longest
river: The Nile flows
for 6,852 kilometers
through North Africa.

10
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The genius
In India, Sushma
Verma is a superstar.
At the age of 16, she
is already writing her
dissertation in microbiology

At the age of five, Sushma dreamed of becoming a doctor. The chances of her becoming one
were slim. Many girls in
India leave school early
because there’s not
enough money to pay

the school fees. Sushma
and her three siblings
lived in poverty in Lucknow in northern India.
But her father, a manual
laborer, supported his
daughter to the best
of his ability. Sushma,

obviously a highly
gifted child, received
her high school degree
at the age of seven and
her bachelor’s degree
when she was 13. A
scholarship financed
her education, because

her family would never
have been able to afford
it. Sushma Verma
completed the work
for a master’s degree
in microbiology in two
years at the University
of Lucknow—where

her father works as a
garbage collector. The
story of India’s best student is exceptional, but
it’s also an inspiration
for millions of Indian
parents to send their
children to school.
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“I have decided to
do my doctorate
when I am 18”

11

The teacher
Most African
academics ultimately
leave their continent
for abroad. But Fred
Swaniker is staying put in order to
educate the leaders of
tomorrow—and keep
them at home
“There are talented
and educated people
all over Africa,” says
Fred Swaniker. But
such people can
seldom develop their
full potential in their
home countries.
Every year thousands
of talented young
people leave Africa to
study in Europe or the
USA, where they are
attracted by better
career opportunities
and stable living
conditions. Swaniker,
who was born in
Ghana and is the son
of a judge and a teacher, also emigrated to
the USA. He was one
of the best students
in his class at the Stanford School of Business. Nonetheless,
he returned to Africa,
where he started to
work as a consultant at McKinsey in
Johannesburg—and
founded the African
Leadership Academy
in 2014. The school,
which is financed
through donations,
accepts 100 applicants every year.
The aim is for these
potential leaders to
stop the “brain drain”
that is impoverishing
the continent. The
academy’s graduates
become part of a network that promotes
their professional
careers in targeted
ways. Like Swaniker,
who is now 40, they
are taking on huge
challenges in their
home countries.
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“We want to
educate a new
generation of
entrepreneurs
and leaders”
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The explainer
TV can make viewers smarter. That’s
been proved by Armin
Maiwald, founder of
the children’s series
“Laughing and Learning Stories”
The first mouse that
many German children
see is colored orange.
And their first teacher
has an unmistakable,
warm storytelling
voice. In his friendly
way, Armin Maiwald
has been explaining things since
1971—for example,
how stripes get into
toothpaste, how a
sandy beach is created, and how a zipper
works. Maiwald, a
native of Cologne,
has produced and
presented over 2,000
educational stories
for “The Show with
the Mouse,” opening up the world for
several generations of
children. He originally studied theater
science but ultimately
became a researcher who presents
science in vivid and
lively ways. Everyday miracles rather
than dusty theories.
Maiwald, who is now
76, describes his work
ethic as follows: “Go
the extra mile and do
detailed research.” He
is a patient researcher. Instead of showing
off his knowledge, he
shows how much fun
it is to find things out.
His segment about
the effects of vitamin
C in the human body
required three years
of research, but the
resulting film was less
than eight minutes
long.
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“As long as
children
keep asking
questions, we
won’t run out of
material”

13
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“In Germany,
a child’s
educational
path depends
on his or her
family origins”

The reformer
A rich and a just
country: The sociologist Jutta Allmendinger
wants to make the
German school system
more open

Since the shock of the
PISA results in 2001,
lots has happened at
German schools. But
not in terms of fairness.
In 2006 Germany’s
Ministry of Education
and Research wrote
the following: “In no
other industrial state
does socioeconomic

background play such a
decisive role in terms of
school attainment and
educational opportunity.” In 2014 the
Bertelsmann Foundation followed up:
“Equality of opportunity remains the biggest
problem area.” Jutta
Allmendinger aims to

bring greater fairness
to this system. She is
President of the Berlin
Social Science Center,
a world-renowned
institute for social and
labor market research.
In a groundbreaking
long-term study Allmendinger charted the
development of four
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children over one and
half decades. Their biographies tally with the
statistics: The children
of single or disadvantaged parents got left
behind. And children
from more-privileged backgrounds
made faster progress,
although their native

abilities were the
same. Allmendinger
recommends all-dayschooling, as in the rest
of Europe, and classes
of mixed ability with
differentiated support:
“It helps the slower
students and has been
proven to strengthen
the good ones as well.”
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What type of
intelligence
do you have?
Try out the following tests
to discover more about your
personality, your brain and
your way of thinking! And
find out more about the
faculty of intelligence and
how it is tested.

Task 1:
Memorizing
pictures
Here is a grid of 50
pictures. Simply look at
each of them for two to
three seconds. Don’t try
to develop some kind of
strategy for memorizing
the images. Simply look
at each one and try to
take them in.
2   ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries
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A PROGRAM FOR
GROWTH
Walking, talking, reading, writing, doing sums, cooking, telling jokes: All the skills that go to
make up a person must first be learned. Education is the operating system of the species Homo
sapiens. A short introduction to the physiology of learning, of intelligence and of aging. These
four tests will help you get to know yourself and to understand how you think, feel and act.

Immediately following birth one of our most
amazing faculties is already hard at work: our
ability to learn. Within a few hours, a newborn
can already fixate its mother’s eyes; three days later it
will be able to recognize her voice among a tumult of
noise; and, by the age of four months, it will already be
starting to form its first, inexpert vowels.
No matter where in this world, a newborn is able to
learn any language whatsoever—whether Chinese, Swahili or Schwyzerdütsch, the version of German spoken in
parts of Switzerland. It is only later that we have difficulty with foreign tongues. A toddler of eighteen months
commands a vocabulary of 50 words. In six months time
that child will first say the word “I.”
On other hand, no other creature on this planet requires so long to mature. It takes almost two decades before an adolescent has learned to move through life more
or less accident-free. At the same time no other species
is as fascinatingly versatile and adaptable. Animals are
specialists: young eagles learn to fly, dolphins to swim
and cheetahs to run. Humans, on the other hand, not
only master the art of walking, talking, reading and
writing, but they also learn to make cars, build steam
turbines, steer a space shuttle, sing oratorios, lay out a
garden.
The biography of each individual is like an educational journey through time: a story marked by curiosity and the urge to discover, by frustration, and also by
failure and fresh starts. People are never the finished article. With each new skill, a person also learns about the
process of learning itself. It is an ability that alters and
changes as the years progress. Let us follow this journey.

Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

Personality in the cradle
According to neuroscientists such as the Bremen-based
brain researcher Gerhard Roth, vital things are already
taking place during pregnancy and the first few months
after birth. Even in this early phase the structures of
our personality are already forming. And these will be
crucial for how successful we are at learning. Neuronal
networks influence, via a cocktail of neurotransmitters,
how much we strive for reward and how much we are
able to motivate ourselves, how we overcome frustra-

“Thinking
less can
often be
better
than
thinking
too much”
Richard Haier
is emeritus professor
at the University of
California

Task 2: Draw a dog
Take a pencil and a piece of A4 paper. Lay the paper
crossways, and draw a dog on it. Take your time, and
draw a dog, just as well as you can.

Task 3: Left or right?
Many people are neither completely left-handed nor
completely right-handed. They just have different
preferences according to the job in hand or the type of
object they happen to be manipulating. Indicate your
preference for each of the following tasks. Simply
make a cross in the corresponding box of the table
below:
Always
lefthanded

Usually
left-handed

Both
equally
often

Always
Usually
right-handed righthanded

Writing
Throwing
Cleaning teeth
Holding a spoon

Task 4: Arithmetic
Solve the following tasks:
a) An exercise book and a pencil together cost €1.10.
The exercise book costs €1 more than the pencil.
How much does the pencil cost?
b) If five machines take five minutes to make five
hammers, how long do 100 machines take to make
100 hammers?
c) A forest is stricken by a disease that destroys the
trees. Every day the area affected doubles in size. If
it takes 30 days for the disease to destroy the entire
forest, how long does it take for the disease to
destroy half the forest?
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“Our
personality
develops at
a very
early stage
in life”
Gerhard Roth
is Professor of Behavioral Psychology
and Developmental
Neurobiology at the
Brain Research Institute of the University
of Bremen

tion, and how we calm down in moments of excitement or tension. All of these mechanisms are beyond the
control of the conscious mind. Yet our own personality
will determine the way we learn throughout our whole
life.
In the early years, however, many aspects are still
open and malleable. The brain is a “plastic” organ. While
it is maturing, billions of junctions form between nerve
cells. Those in frequent use are reinforced, while those
that are idle are demolished. In this phase, attention and
affection from parents strengthen a child’s still frail capacity to deal with stress. If attentiveness is lacking, this
capacity can be irreparably damaged.

By the age of 14 intelligence is largely fixed

As studies with identical twins show, intelligence—the
second crucial piece of equipment, along with personality—is only determined to 50 percent by genetics and
early childhood experience. The remaining 50 percent
can be influenced in the coming years by parents and
teachers and their encouragement of inquisitiveness,
perseverance and a thirst for knowledge. External factors of this kind can boost IQ by as much as 40 points—
enough to make the difference between average intelligence and exceptional ability.
However, the neuroscientist Roth also warns against
force-feeding young brains in the first three years. That,

How do we define
intelligence?
This question has occupied
neuroscientists, educationalists, sociologists an anthropologists for over 100 years now.
Researchers have been trying to classify
different types of intelligence since the
early 20th century. In the 1930s the US
psychologist Leon Thurstone identified
seven primary mental abilities: associative memory, number facility, perceptual speed, reasoning, spatial visualization, verbal comprehension and word
fluency. The UK psychologists Cyril
Burt and Philip Vernon distinguished
between, among other things, verbal,
numerical, practical, mechanical, spatial
and physical abilities. The US psychologist John Carroll developed on the basis
of Cattell’s distinction between “fluid”
and “crystallized” intelligence a hierarchical, three-layer model with almost 70
primary factors, including attentiveness,
auditory and visual perception, memory
retrieval and speed of decision-making.
As in most modern theories, the highest, most important type of intelligence
in Carroll’s model is “general intelli-

he says, could even be harmful, since the brain is continuously growing and forming at this stage. As such, it
is impossible to say yet whether a child of this age has a
special talent in one direction or another. According to
Roth, broad-based stimulation is the best thing for the
synapses.
It is not until the age of four that you can begin to tell
how smart a child will be. By the age of 14, intelligence is
largely fixed and can be determined by means of a test.
In other words, the basics are now in place. At 14 we are
about as smart as we will be in adult life.
From a purely physiological point of view the brain
reaches the peak of its power just two years later. Socalled fluid intelligence—a notion coined in 1963 by US
psychologist Raymond Cattell—is now at its maximum
point of development. By now the neural pathways are
transmitting electrical impulses at a speed of 360 kilometers an hour. Later in life this will fall to a “mere” 300
kilometers an hour.
The crucial thing, however, is whether a person
knows what to do with these impulses. For this reason
neuroscientists employ a pared-down definition of intelligence as the ability to comprehend and solve problems under time pressure. This is not a question of brain
size and depends less on the number of nerve cells than
on the way in which they are put to use. It is what US
psychologist Richard Haier calls a talent for efficiency.
Neuroimaging shows that when very smart people solve
tricky tasks, they in fact tax their brains to a lesser extent than do those of average intelligence. This is because
they are able to activate merely those areas of the brain
they actually need, while shutting down, so to speak,
those they do not.
The brain is an organ that uses a lot of resources. It accounts for only two percent of body mass but consumes
one-fifth of all energy. In other words, economizing in
this area can be a matter of survival.

Concentration as a supreme effort

The challenge is to find tests that function
across different cultures

gence.” Alternative models asserting an
“emotional,” “social” or “practical” intelligence are contested by strict neuroscientists, because they are not adequately
substantiated by empirical data.

But what actually happens inside the head during the
learning process? To begin with, the brain must concentrate, which itself demands a supreme effort. At the
same time, according to the famous notion forwarded
by the psychologist George Miller in the 1950s, we can
only focus on “five plus-or-minus two” things at once.
And even here Miller was over-optimistic. More-recent
investigations indicate a maximum of, at best, three and
a half elements.
Each word or fact that is to be processed into knowledge must pass through the short-term memory. This
can be thought of as the brain’s RAM, which decides
which information should be admitted to deeper memory layers. Only that information that fixes our attention
is able to pass through this bottleneck (for more on this
topic, see p. 38).
Anything that doesn’t grab our interest disappears
from our short-term memory within five seconds. Again,
this act of censorship follows a strict law of economy. In
fact, the cerebral cortex would be capable of recording
everything we ever experience. This is demonstrated by
people who suffer from hyperthymesia and are incapable of forgetting. Well-known cases of this include the
Washington restaurateur Jacques Scarella, who years
later could remember the faces of every single patron
and what they had ordered; or Jill Price from Los An-
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geles, who can bring to mind every day of her life since
February 5, 1980, when she was 14 years old. This kind of
intellectual acrobatics is impressive but ultimately useless. For the brain, there is no point in storing each banal
scrap of information among the jumble of words, sounds
and images that bombard us each and every second.
Only those facts or sensory stimuli that seem important to us, or promise a reward, indicate pleasure, trigger enthusiasm and inspire fear are able to pass beyond
short-term memory and enter long-term memory. This,
too, is quite a journey, during the course of which new
information sinks like sediment through successive layers of memory until it is caught by the mesh of an ever
finer net.
The brain also changes anatomically during each act
of learning. The nerve cells form new connections and
projections, so that certain impulses are transmitted
more rapidly. Each recall and repetition anchors this
new knowledge more firmly within the neural networks.
When it comes to learning, both perseverance and motivation are therefore essential, i.e., the very personality
traits that are already partly shaped before birth.
At the same time the brain progressively shifts information from the cerebral cortex to deeper and deeper
regions that are inaccessible to consciousness. Initially
it requires extreme concentration to learn a foreign language, ride a bicycle, play the piano or dance new steps.
But, after a while, speaking a new language and observing new grammar and syntax become increasingly fluent and largely automatic. By then the learning process
is complete.

Motor skills
are stored
deep within
the brain,
where they
will later fade

Some things
we never forget
Like riding a bicycle…
When kids learn to ride to bike, their cerebral cortex is working overtime. They have
to concentrate on many things at once: keeping their balance, working the pedals,
holding on to the handlebars and looking ahead. Little by little the process becomes
smoother and more instinctive. The cerebrum stores the required movements at
a couple of levels deeper, in the basal ganglia. Ultimately riding a bike becomes so
natural that we can talk, sing, whistle at the same time, all without falling off. This is
because the requisite motor skills are now lodged deep within the brain.

Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

Full power from the mid-20s onward

Adults will never be able to process information as fast as
they could at the age of 16. Fortunately, another form of
smartness develops later: so-called crystallized intelligence, which is the ability to call up acquired knowledge.
At around 28 years, a quickness of thought and a fund of
experience begin to complement one another in an ideal
way. It is no coincidence that many scientists achieve a
major breakthrough at this age. Albert Einstein was 26
when he formulated his special theory of relativity; at
the same age, Werner Heisenberg discovered the laws of
quantum mechanics; and Marie Curie was 29 when she
discovered the radioactivity of uranium.
Beyond this age, however, people soon find it difficult to remember long telephone numbers, new names
or several things at once. Like any other organ, the brain
ages. The hippocampus, a sort of memory center for factual knowledge, shrinks; and nerve cell projections,
which transmit information over longer distances, also
disappear. The points of contact between neurons likewise decrease.
Yet the result is by no means an inevitable decline,
for the brain is able to compensate for this deterioration
in a fascinating way. Neuroscientists have shown that
the brain retains its “plasticity”—the amazing capacity
to restructure and rewire itself—throughout its lifetime.
A healthy brain never loses the capacity to learn. People
of 40 or 50 are able to adapt to a new type of work, and
70-year-olds can learn Japanese, say, or Sanskrit.
Indeed, an aging brain is superior in some respects
to that of a younger person. Older people can tap a larger
reservoir of experience and knowledge. When problems

Ralf Berhorst is a
journalist based in Berlin.
He writes mainly for
GEO Epoche. While
researching this article,
he was struck by the
brain’s plasticity and its
ability to compensate
for deficiencies and the
aging process

arise, they are quicker at recognizing patterns that help
them to find a solution. Besides, they are less prone to
conflicts between the head and the heart, because in later age the amygdalae—the areas of the brain that control
the emotions—lose their sway. In other words, emotions
such as anger, fear and aggression have less influence
over their decisions. There are good reasons why, as a
rule, we entrust positions of leadership—of countries,
corporations and large organizations—to older people
rather than adolescents or those in their late-20s.
Many artists and thinkers have produced major
works well beyond middle age. Thomas Mann completed The Magic Mountain at the age of 49; the philosopher
Immanuel Kant his Critique of Judgment at the age of
66; and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe was 81, when
he finished Faust, Part Two. Pianists such as Vladimir
Horowitz, Claudio Arrau or Arthur Rubinstein all gave
celebrated concerts well into their 80s. The Renaissance
painter Titian, who lived almost 90, created masterpieces well into his old age.
All of these are inspiring examples. It seems that
the brain never loses its capacity to tackle the new. And
neuroscientists now know that the more the brain is exercised in earlier years, the better it works in old age.
Incidentally, the brain also benefits from sport, since
the muscles release substances that are transported by
the blood to the brain, where they stimulate neurons to
form synapses.
Ultimately, therefore, the message is encouraging:
Our very own bildungsroman is an unfinished story—
one that, with all its twists and turns, we can help to
write up until the very last page. In fact, only one thing
is certain: inactivity and standstill shrivel the mind.
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Find out
your own
intelligence!

Solution 1:
Your memory

Four simple tests to
tell you about your
memory’s immense
capacity, your intuitiveness, your intelligence and your way
of thinking. Naturally, with no guarantee
for the accuracy of
the results!

The test continues briefly: Here you
see two rows of pairs of pictures. You
have already seen one of each pair on
the first page, the other one is new.
Your task is to find the pictures in each
pair that you have already seen.
Solution and explanation:
The pictures already shown were:
anchor, coffee pot, kayak, trumpet,
trailer, bicycle, tractor, sailboat, poodle
and chicken. How many did you get
right? All of them? Congratulations!
As a matter of fact, it is highly likely
that you have successfully stored all
50 pictures in your memory. A much
more extensive version of this test was
conducted in the 1970s. Even with as
many as 10,000 pictures, participants
were still able to memorize 83 percent
of them. This test demonstrates our
amazing ability to recognize things
from memory. It is a central skill for a
host of everyday situations.

Solution 2: Your intelligence
Rate your drawing. Award yourself one point for each of the following aspects:

Psy-Q: A Mind-Bending
Miscellany Of Everyday Psychology is an
absolute treasure trove
of fascinating psychological and intelligence
tests. Written by Ben
Ambridge, psychology
lecturer at Liverpool
University, it offers an
entertaining and educational tour through the
world of psychology
and is ideal for reading
and trying out together
with family and friends.

The draw-a-dog scale
1. Head present
2. Neck present
3. Neck graphic—must flow into head
or body
4. Eyes present
5. Eye detail—lashes
6. Eye detail—pupil
7. Eyes focused/looking in the same
direction
8. Nose present—any indication
9. Nose present—graphic
10. Mouth present
11. Lips graphic
12. Hair or spots—any indication
13. Hair I—scribble closely conforming to body—includes spots
14. Hair II—more than just scribble or
on circumference
15. Ears present
16. Ears in proportion—length greater than width
17. Legs present—any indication
18. Four legs
19. Legs engaged in activity—or lying
down

20. Legs in proportion—length greater than width
21. Legs graphic
22. S
 ome distance between front and
rear legs
23. Legs in perspective
24. Suggestion of crotch for legs
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25. L
 egs in proportion—taper off
from top
26. Digits present
27. Paws—any indication
28. Paws—graphic
29. Details of toes correct
30. Trunk present
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Solution 3: The flexibility of your thought
In order to calculate your handedness, add up the four numbers from the boxes you have crossed and divide the result by four.
If your score is greater than 80 (plus or
minus), then you clearly prefer one hand
over the other. If your score is less than 80
(plus or minus), then you clearly have no
preference for one hand over the other.
What does this score say about you? It has
been shown that the degree of preference
for one hand (whether left or right) is a
significant indicator of many characteristics
that have to do with intelligence, memory
and lots of other things.
A study shows that, compared to people
who are consistently right-handed, those
with an inconsistent hand preference…
…have a better memory, whether for word
lists, their past life, childhood, dreams,
faces or passages of text.
…are more likely to show a placebo effect.
…are credulous and more inclined to believe
in magic
…have a greater preference for obscure
musical genres.

Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

31. Trunk in proportion—length greater
than width
32. Head not more than half, nor less
then one-tenth of body width
33. Length of face greater than width
34. Tail present
35. Tail graphic
36. Tail drawn as a shape
37. Lines for motor coordination
38. Links for motor coordination
39. Head outline—good shape
40. Trunk outline—deviation from oval
form
41. Collar or leash
Explanation
The Draw-A-Dog Scale is a genuine
psychological test that is used to measure a child’s cognitive development.
The average score for five-, six- and
seven-year-olds is 14, 18 and 22 points
respectively. The logic behind this
test is that it provides a relatively pure
measurement of cognitive development
unclouded by other factors. More-traditional IQ tests based on language, math
or logic are affected by factors such as a
child’s ability to read or understand verbal instructions. They therefore provide
more a measure of education level than
of pure cognitive development.

Always
lefthanded

Usually
left-handed

Both
equally
often

Writing

-100

-50

0

50

100

Throwing

-100

-50

0

50

100

Cleaning teeth

-100

-50

0

50

100

Holding a spoon -100

-50

0

50

100

Always
Usually
right-handed righthanded

…tend to believe in evolution rather than
creationism.
…have a greater loss aversion (they believe
it more important to avoid suffering a loss
than to make a gain).
…are better able to put themselves in
someone else’s situation and less likely to
have right-wing political views.
…display less brand loyalty than others.
…fall asleep more quickly.

What do these characteristics have in
common?
Most of them (even the less positive, such
as credulity) reveal a certain flexibility in
thinking. But why do people with an inconsistent hand preference display this flexibility?
Because the two hemispheres of their brain
busily communicate with one another, rather
than working in isolation. Since the left half of
the brain controls the right hand (and vice versa), an inconsistent hand preference indicates
that there is a high interaction between the
hemispheres of that person’s brain.

Solution 4: Your intuition
To each of the three questions there
seems to be a patently obvious answer:
(a) 10 cents, (b) 100 minutes, (c) 15 days.
But all of these answers are wrong.
These are the right ones:
a) 5 cents (the exercise book costs €1.05)
b) 5 minutes (the time it takes x machines to
make x hammers)
c) 29 days (on the 30th day the area affected doubles in size from half of the forest
to the whole of the forest)
The correct answers are also pretty obvious, but only if you take a moment to reflect. And that is the point. A lot of people
don’t pause to think, because the answer
appears blindingly obvious, despite the fact
that it is false.
The task tests your cognitive style (your
way of thinking). People who can’t avoid
giving the answer that “feels right” have an
intuitive way of thinking. This means they
are impulsive and let their heart rule their
head. People who spot the trap have an
analytical way of thinking: They pause to
reflect in order to get to the right answer.
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People with an analytical way
of thinking…
…tend to cheat less in tests.
…are more intelligent and tend to go to a
renowned university.
…are more patient. And are less susceptible to
addiction, gambling and obesity.
…are less likely to be religious.
…are likely to be male.
That’s right, men beat women in this test
(with, on average, 1.5 as opposed to 1.0 correct answers). While men give a whole variety
of wrong answers, women are more likely
to give the intuitively right, but objectively
wrong, answer. Obviously, nobody claims that
these differences are genetic. It may also be
so that society does not encourage women to
think analytically. And maybe in most everyday situations an intuitive way of thinking is
more helpful than an analytical one?
There is, however, one surprising outcome:
the notion of “female intuition”—one you
may have rejected as pseudo-psychological
nonsense—might well have a kernel of truth.
Passing over the question of whether that is a
good or a bad thing, women certainly do have
a more intuitive way of thinking than men.
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There’s a lot more to it than just accumulating knowledge

What Education
Is Good For

It’s the best medicine: Education breaks down social barriers, shapes societies, and enables individuals
to cope with even the most uncertain future. Best of all, everyone can participate right now!
Germany now has kindergartens that offer English and primary schools that teach Chinese.
The country has seldom seen such a thirst for
education. The more, the better—that seems to be new
consensus of the frequently invoked “knowledge society.” At least that’s the consensus of parents who want
to prepare their youngsters as early as possible for the
tough competition in a globalized world. Is education
thereby becoming a defensive shield, forged from fears
of social decline and loss of status? Or, in some circles at
least, is it becoming a mark of distinction—a prestigious
accessory?
Of course these questions don’t apply to every level
of society. “Is going to school just not your thing? No?/
Our school system makes no sense, I know, so pack it
in/Or just stay in, but don’t be a coward/’Cause if you
just do what they tell you, you won’t get far,” sings the
German rapper Sido and his band in “School.” The song
is his contemporary interpretation of school children’s
traditional mistrust of the state-organized transmission of knowledge. But there’s no need to panic. Some
German parents danced to the chart hit “Hurrah, hurrah, the school is burning” back in the 1980s, but no
schools were actually set alight. Different styles, same
message—and questions that are always the same and
always newly justified: What’s education supposed to
achieve? And for whose benefit?

Mobilizing all of our strengths

Sido and his fellow rappers are protesting against forced
learning and advocating maximum individuality and
freedom. That doesn’t sound objectionable. And the
thought isn’t new. On the contrary, if they had paid more
attention in school, they might have realized that their
rebellious pose is the essence of one of the oldest ideals
of education. Humanists such as the German polymath
Wilhelm von Humboldt defined education as the process
of mobilizing all our strengths to shape our personalities
and make us autonomous individuals. He believed that
this development depends on non-restrictive conditions
and personal freedom. Only under such conditions can
individuals fully develop their potential.
The philosopher Hans Margolius formulated this idea
somewhat differently: “Education is not knowledge but
an interest in knowledge.” Seen from this perspective,
education is not an imposition, an accessory or a defensive shield. Instead, it’s the most important precondition
for personal development.

And democratically and freely conceived societies are
crucially dependent on this kind of personal development. According to the educator Wolfgang Klafki, the
empowerment that results from knowledge and reflection enables us to resist the social pressures that oppose
individual development. “The ability to criticize and to
distinguish between individuals and the roles they play
is a key element of education,” he says. These qualities
are the fundamental pillars of free societies.

Educated people cope with life better

Conversely, less educated people are more likely to be
in danger of becoming compliant followers. “Educated”
doesn’t always refer to formal schooling at recognized
state institutions, but in many cases it does. According
to all the relevant studies, formal education has measurable effects on an individual’s prosperity and political involvement.
Organizations such as the OECD are calling on countries including Germany to produce more university
graduates, because experience has shown that in highly
developed postindustrial societies people with college
degrees tend to cope with life better. The Federal Agency
for Civic Education has concluded that “they live longer
and healthier lives, they have higher levels of political
and social involvement, and they also more easily find
new jobs that offer them more individual options for
professional and commercial careers.”
Cross-border studies such as those conducted by the
OECD often neglect an important and specifically German type of education: the dual education system. Most
of these programs are offered in industry and the skilled
trades, and they produce ideally qualified skilled workers who have good opportunities on the labor market.
This enables them to participate in their society’s development and prosperity. Economic participation, along
with personal development and social and political inclusion, is a key function of education.
German society is often criticized for being too rigid and discouraging social mobility. It’s an undisputed
fact that education and training are the most important
tools for social advancement. They give individuals the
possibility of leaving their original economic biotopes
through their own efforts and permanently repositioning themselves. The dual education system also enables
young people with limited career opportunities to acquire additional qualifications later on if necessary, and
thus to rise to social levels that otherwise would have
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Everything is possible:
Yesterday’s dreams will
become tomorrow’s
realities—at least that’s
a possibility. Educated
citizens like to cite the
Latin saying “per aspera
ad astra”—“The path
to the stars is full of
obstacles.” That’s true,
but thanks to education
the door is open

“Education is
not knowledge
but interest in
knowledge”

remained closed to them. In other words, education
helps people not only to stand on their own two feet
but also to dramatically expand their range of economic opportunities. And people who participate in
society are also helping to stabilize the societies that
enable them to participate.

Illustrations: Henrik Abrahams, C3 Visual Lab

The desire for innovation

In a country with few natural resources such as
Germany, and in an economy and a society that are
dramatically changing through digitization, education and knowledge are an increasingly important
production factor—alongside capital. If the German
economy aims to permanently retain its leading position in global competition, and if its workers want
to go on benefiting from this position, the educational requirements are automatically increased for
both sides. The futurologist Matthias Horx believes
we should be developing a “creative capitalism.” This
requires more research and development, a greater
wealth of ideas and innovation, and more education
and advanced training.
That’s because the extremely rapid transformation
of the world of work means that the knowledge gained

Rainer Schmidt was
the first person in his
family to go to college.
He received a diploma in
economics (Göttingen)
and a master’s degree
in international journalism (London). For his
daughter, he is looking for
a primary school that focuses on making learning
enjoyable

during a university education or a training program will
soon be outdated and no longer sufficient to support an
ongoing career. And that’s why all of us should be permanently and independently acquiring and refining new
skills. “The key is to continuously get advanced training
in the course of one’s career,” says Alexander Spermann,
Director of Labor Policy at the Institute for the Study of
Labor in Bonn. He also believes that we must abandon
traditional job profiles and qualification criteria, be more
flexible, and strengthen the human qualities that no robot
can duplicate. “The development of an individual’s own
soft skills will be the crucial factor of success in the future. Creativity, empathy, and persuasiveness will be the
unique selling points of human labor,” he says. Education
is the single crucial factor that saves a worker from being
replaced by ongoing automation and thus left behind by
the labor market. At the same time, higher qualifications
lead to more demanding, more satisfying, and better-paid
occupations.
Education is also the most important factor that
will help employers to successfully respond to the
over-whelming changes brought by digitization. Established companies aim to master the new digital challenges and face new types of competition by digital players by
gradually shifting toward smaller and more flexible units
and promoting more experimentation and individual
responsibility, as well as flatter hierarchies and greater
creativity. All of these measures add up to one thing: the
demand for more education and advanced training. Only
well educated and trained people who are self-confident
and optimistic can master the future over the long term.
Even Sido and his fellow rappers would probably like
that idea. But they may be more likely to agree with a quip
of Oscar Wilde: “Education is an admirable thing, but it is
well to remember from time to time that nothing that is
worth knowing can be taught.”
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The
Way to
School
Every morning, millions of children start out for school.
For many of them, the trip is long and strenuous. But that
doesn’t deter them, because they want to learn.
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With great determination, children in school uniforms ride their bikes across a makeshift path of wooden
planks above a deep gorge. This bridge between two villages in Java is closed to traffic, but it’s nonetheless used as a convenient shortcut. In Indonesia, education is important. Only three decades ago, one in
every three Indonesians was illiterate; today that figure has been reduced to eight percent
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Undaunted, a Palestinian girl trudges home from school across a field of rubble in the Gaza Strip.
This is where hundreds of families were made homeless during the most recent severe clash between
Israel and the terrorist organization Hamas. But the children continue going to school, because for them
education offers the hope of a more livable future
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To get to school, these children from the village of Gulu in Sichuan province in southwestern China have
to walk for five hours along a perilous path up high cliffs. At some points, this steep, tightly winding path
is less than 40 centimeters wide. A waterfall generator provides the five classrooms with electricity, and
the basketball court is never used, because nobody would ever be able to retrieve a lost ball
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Children who can’t walk to school on their own must stay behind—and are deprived of an education. The
only reason why things are different for 13-year-old Samuel is that his younger brothers push him to
school every day in a rickety homemade wheelchair. The four-kilometer route to their school on the east
coast of India includes a river they have to cross. Samuel hopes to study medicine one day
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Richard Branson
Due to his dyslexia,
Branson left school at
the age of 16. Today,
the British citizen is a
multi-billionaire.
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Facts + Figures

Learning is certainly worth it. The higher the level of education, the more likely people are to get (better paid) jobs
and work in a booming economy. It therefore comes as no surprise that many countries are striving to increase
their citizens’ level of education, because they know that this investment will pay off.

Doris Lessing
At the age of 14, she left a
convent school in order to
become a nurse. In later life,
Lessing was awarded the
Nobel Prize in Literature.

evonik

Startup Help
Young people need
assistance when they
see their careers threaten
to fail before they have
even gotten off the
ground. They need
somebody like Evonik.
The company’s “Start
in den Beruf” program
enables young people to
investigate a wide variety of professions over a
period of eight months.
They receive assistance
during this time from social workers, who teach
them teamwork in order
to make them better
qualified for traineeships. At the conclusion
of the program, most
participants are able to
obtain a traineeship.
Last year, the regular
group of 50 participants
in Marl, Wesseling, Lüls-

dorf, Hanau-Wolfgang,
and Darmstadt-Weiterstadt was supplemented by 15 refugees.
“It greatly helps the
integration of refugees
into Germany’s labor
market,” says Thomas
Wessel, the Chief Human Resources Officer
of Evonik. For him, the
program is an essential
part of a commitment to
more education.
“Education enables
people to lead successful
and fulfilling lives,” says
Wessel. “In an increasingly complex world,
in which the amount
of knowledge doubles
every few years, a good
education and continuous learning have
become indispensable.”
As a creative industrial

Thomas Wessel,
Chief Human Resources
Officer of Evonik

Learning how to learn: participants of the “Start
in den Beruf” program
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group, Evonik depends
on its employees’ ability
to continuously tackle
new challenges.
The “Start in den Beruf”
program was initiated
in 2000 by the IG BCE
trade union and the Federation of the Employers
of the Chemical Industry
(BAVC). Support is also
given to young people
who want to switch
to another industry
after the eight-month
program is completed.
Instructors and teachers
help such individuals
choose professions and
find jobs.

Joschka Fischer
Germany’s former foreign minister dropped
out of school in 10th
grade and never completed his training as a
photographer either.

Abraham Lincoln
Although this US
president (1861–1865)
never had any regular
schooling, he later
attended college.
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3 questions for

Gerd Zinke
“New professions
are rare”

Photography: Kristoffer Tripplaar/Alamy, Jeff Morgan 10/Alamy Stock Photo, action press, GL Archive/Alamy Stock Photo, Andreas Pohlmann, Frank Preuss/Evonik, shutterstock | Illustrations: C3 Visual Lab
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Who comes up
with new professions?
The idea often comes
from companies.
They contact their association when they
notice that current
vocational training
professions are no
longer appropriate
because of new
technologies, tools,
production materials
or working processes, for example. The
affected employers’
associations and trade
unions then agree
on a new profession. The German
Economics Ministry
generally initiates
the development of
the corresponding
regulations. We are
asked to draw up the
profession’s training
regulations by the
time the ministry issues its instructions to
the Federal Institute
for Vocational Education and Training
(BIBB).

2

How long does
this process take?
We want it to take
no longer than
nine months. This
requires, however,
that the experts who
help draw up the
regulations reach a
consensus. These
experts are appointed

by the employers and
the employees. Once
all the other committees have accepted
the draft regulation,
the responsible ministry will put it into
effect. Young people
can then be trained in
the new profession
as soon as the new
training year begins.

Laptops instead
of classrooms:
In-house continuing education is
moving away from
one-size-fits-all
offers to personalized advanced
training measures

3

How often are
they created?
Not very often. The
production technologist is an example
of a relatively new
profession. People
with this profession
ensure that plans are
transferred to the
production stage as
quickly and smoothly
as possible, especially at Industry 4.0
companies. However, it is much more
common for existing
professions to be
reworked. Of the
328 dual vocational
training professions
in Germany today,
only three have been
created since 2010
but 78 have been
updated.
Gerd Zinke is a research
assistant at the Federal
Institute for Vocational
Education and Training,
where he is responsible
for the reorganization of
professions.

66

percent of the major companies
in Germany today use e-learning
to train and further educate their
employees. According to the
MMB Institute, only 55 percent
of medium-size enterprises use
such digital applications.

PLAY AT WORK?
YES, PLEASE!

Flipcharts,
instructors, and
boredom are
things of the
past. Today’s
on-the-job
training is very
diverse and
includes do-athome quizzes,
cafeteria talks,
and apps for
learning on
the go

Training courses
should be concrete
and proven in practice. Half of the people surveyed by the
IT service provider
CSC demanded the
abolition of one-sizefits-all concepts. That
comes as no surprise,
since the focus of
continuing education
at companies is shifting from standardized
content to personalized offers. Here
are some examples
of how that can be
done:

Evonik: When the
Health Care Business Line developed
a new coating for
tablets, salespeople
all over the world had
to be able to provide
their customers
with the associated
information. The
sales staff found
this information in
a product presentation plus video on
Evonik’s e-learning
platform. They
were then asked test
questions until they
got them right. The
course was finished
2   ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries

once the material had
been learned.

Delo: The industrial
adhesive specialist
Delo proceeds in a
similar way. It enters
new information
into the open-source
learning software
“Ilias,” which randomly selects 20
questions that the
salespeople need to
answer.
Otto Group: While
eating lunch in the
cafeteria, employees can listen to a
20-minute presentation about digital
catalogue production, for example.
They can then discuss
what they’ve just
heard for 20 minutes
over snacks and pose
questions for another
20 minutes.
Such informal
learning is replacing
classroom instruction. Researchers
agree that 90 percent
of what we learn is
obtained in an informal way: 70 percent
learning on the job

and 20 percent
learning from others.
Only the remaining
10 percent is learned
in formal continuing
education courses.

Apps are replacing flipcharts even
for more formal
instruction. “Learning
is becoming more
flexible—with regard
to space as well as
time,” says Michael
Cordes, a continuing
education expert at
Stiftung Warentest.
Smartphone or
laptop users who call
up course content
on videos, podcasts
or online readers
don’t have to stick to
class schedules. The
content is packed
into small “training
nuggets,” which
can be accessed as
needed. However,
traditional classroom
instruction will not
disappear. The new
buzzword here is
“blended learning,”
which combines
e-learning with classroom instruction, so
classrooms will still
be needed.

A DIFFERENT
KIND OF
CLASSROOM
32
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Fuji Kindergarten
Tokyo›Japan
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Education is a resource
that multiplies as it’s used.
Kindergartens, schools, and
universities around the world
are adopting new approaches
designed to make learning fun
for both young and old. Join us
on a trip around the world and
discover fascinating places of
learning.

Takaharu Tezuka believes education should
be like falling down because when you fall
down, you learn to get up again. Another
truth is that climbing strengthens muscles,
which is why the Fuji Kindergarten managed by the Japanese architect has nets instead of rails, mud pits to dig
in, and a tree in the middle of everything. Whoever falls
here gets hurt—and then they stand up and try again.
That’s all part of the life experience, according to Tezuka:
“Children also have to fall sometimes; that’s what teaches them how to live in the world.”
The kindergarten in Tokyo isn’t the only place that
focuses on learning how to live life from experience. Today, there are thousands of kindergartens, schools, universities and educational institutes where teachers and
administrators are learning how to learn in a different
way. On every continent, in every city, in towns and villages in the countryside, and even on water, classrooms
are being reinvented—and the trend is catching on.
Practically every government in the world has proclaimed education a top priority. Virtually no educator,
teacher, dean, or professor can afford not to think of better ways to reach out to students and motivate them. The
world is full of many opportunities today, but it is also
full of things that make educating people difficult. For
example, teachers in the industrialized nations have to
compete with smartphones and other electronic devices, while those in emerging markets have to deal with
poverty and the fact that many children need to go out
and earn money as a result. In a pragmatic move, many
regions in India now have night schools for children—
the idea being that the important thing is that they get at
least some kind of education.
Education drives people. The desire to learn can keep
people fresh and alert well into old age. Those who learn
remain active in life and society—and stay in their jobs
too, of course.
Our education journey begins at the beginning—in
preschools. As is the case in Tokyo, the new kindergartens focus on self-experience, experiments, development, and the discovery of one’s own potential. The
International School Ruhr in Essen does this with open
classrooms and smooth transitions between them. The
school is also bilingual and has a partnership with
the University of Cambridge. The “Häuser der klein-

Little Scientists’ Houses
all over›Germany

»

10

words a day—that’s
how many words
small children
learn at the age
of 18 months or so.
By the time they
turn two, their
vocabulary consists
of about 200 words;
at three they know
around 300 words.

8.3
percent of German
elementary school
students sit at
tables and on chairs
that are not suitable for their size.

28

percent of Japanese
pupils are convinced
that their teachers
are interested in
their well-being.
The corresponding
figures for Germany
and the USA are
58 percent and 81
percent.

79

percent of Russian
pupils receive book
recommendations
from teachers. A
total of 43 percent
of French pupils
and 19 percent of
German pupils say
that their teachers
do the same.
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children and
teenagers between
the ages of seven
and 17 say they
get headaches in
school.

The absence rate in
schools in the USA
declined from

8.3
to 3.7 percent after
air purifiers were
installed in classrooms. The rate
then increased back
to 7.9 percent when
such purifiers were
removed.

20

million school days
are lost at American schools through
asthma alone, which
makes asthma the
number one cause of
school absences in
the USA

“The ability to
regulate room temperature” is cited by
American teachers
as the key influencing factor for
teacher and student
performance.

»

en Forscher” (Little Scientists’ Houses) do it with
experiments: Children talk about how wind is created or why water flows in circles down a drain—or else
they find things out for themselves. Every kindergarten
and elementary school in Germany has had the opportunity to transform itself into its own house of scientists
since 2006. All that’s required here is that teachers undergo special training. The schools make extensive use
of this possibility—and not just in Germany, as 14,000
schools and kindergartens in Australia, Brazil, Austria,
Thailand, and the Netherlands now utilize the German
concept in order to promote interest in the natural sciences, mathematics, and technology.
“Curiosity and a capacity for enthusiasm are important for our children,” says Johanna Wanka, Germany’s
Minister for Education and Research and patron of the
Little Scientists initiative. “Keeping children curious
and interested—that’s my goal.” Wanka knows all too
well how often and quickly an inquisitive attitude can
be smothered in schools.

Those who have fun learn more

Children yell as they stream into the Digitalis school
in Almere in the Netherlands. Each child grabs a tablet
PC at the entrance to the school. The computer contains
their individual class schedules, digital textbooks, various exercises, and plenty of games for math or spelling,
for example. Instead of going into classrooms, the young
students gather in studios with walls made of glass. Age
groups are mixed, with six year olds sitting alongside
eight year olds in some classes. The kids take vacation
whenever their parents do. Because there’s no fixed curriculum, they don’t miss anything when they’re gone.
Digital and individualized learning has long since
become the norm for the more than 4,000 students who
attend one of the roughly two dozen Steve Jobs Schools
in the Netherlands—so named in honor of the founder of
Apple. The concept is so successful that it was taken up
by two new schools in Johannesburg, South Africa, at the
beginning of 2016.
Other schools use established technologies such as
television to teach students. IGER (Instituto Guatemalteco de Educación Radiofónica) in Guatemala, for example,
broadcasts courses in math, Spanish, and history, and
it does so in the ten most important Mayan languages,
which means children living in the mountains or jungle
can also receive instruction. Teachers check homework
once a month in learning centers that children travel to
from all over the country.
The Floating School in Makoko, Nigeria shows how
education can serve as a source of hope in the midst of
poverty. Around 100,000 people live in pile dwellings
here in the “Venice of Africa,” which is actually a slum
that had no real school for a very long time. This changed
in 2013, when the Floating School was established. The
three-story school gets its name from the fact that it’s
built on 250 plastic vats that float on Lagos Lagoon. “Just
because we live on the water doesn’t mean we don’t have
the right to be educated,” says Noah Shemede, a teacher at the school who hopes many more Floating Schools
will be established. A house boat school costs only a little
more than €5,000 to build, in part because the materials
needed are available in abundance in many regions.
The Green School in Bali is also based on a sustainable
concept: The classrooms are made of bamboo, as are the
blackboards. Solar cells are mounted on the roof and the
building is surrounded by a garden in which the
school’s buffalo grazes. The school’s curriculum

»

A different environment leads to different thoughts:
The IMD campus in Lausanne, Switzerland

Further training at Evonik
Learning to Lead
Evonik is preparing its talented employees
for future challenges with the help of the IMD
business school in Lausanne, Switzerland.

E

vonik aims to recruit
the best college
graduates—but that’s
only the beginning. After
they start working at the
Group, gain experience,
and display top performance, these individuals
are transformed into
Group talents who will
later take on top management positions. The
demands here are diverse
and the bar is set high,
which is why broad-based
and goal-oriented professional development plays
such a key role.
A partnership with the
IMD business school in
Lausanne, Switzerland,
is one component of this
development process.
Talented Group employees—the Emerging
Leaders—participate in a
one-year program known
as “Driving Functional
Expertise,” which consists
of three multi-day modules that were developed
especially for Evonik. The
program also includes
intensive “action learning”
in real business-related
projects.
The IMD modules teach
participants the basic
elements of markets, fi-
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nance, value creation, and
strategy and leadership.
This knowledge is then
put to practical use in sixmonth projects that result
in specific business ideas
for Evonik’s business
lines. New points of view
are created by diverse
teams that utilize new approaches, work hard, and
also have a lot of fun.
“Right from the start it
was clear that only a top
business school could
offer us the international
focus, the highest degree
of methodological expertise, and the outstanding professors that we
needed,” says Michael
Schwan, who manages
the program for Evonik.
“That’s why we chose
IMD in Switzerland.”
As they gain experience
and learn more, the
Emerging Leaders become Developing Leaders
who participate in another
special IMD program
known as “Mastering
Profitable Growth.” The
program addresses a
key challenge faced by
high-ranking managers:
How can we grow profitably—and in a sustainable
manner?
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Around one out of
every

Makoko Floating School
Lagos>Nigeria
35

wirtschaft und gesellschaft
titelgeschichte

Green School
Bali>Indonesia

Steve Jobs School
Sneek>Netherlands
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Stanford University
California>USA

14.3
percent is the share
of education institutions accounted for
by private schools in
the OECD. Germany
is far behind here:
Despite a roughly
40-percent increase
in private schools
since the 1990s, they
still account for only
a modest 8.5 percent
of all schools.

11

percent of all Japanese students drop
out of college. The
figure for Germany
is one-third, for the
USA it’s 54 percent.

»

covers environmental and wildlife protection, urban farming and green architecture. The subjects
taught seem to represent a refusal to link learning too
strongly with the working world. Exactly the opposite is
the case at other schools, such as the Met school in Providence, Rhode Island in the USA, where the “Big Picture
Learning” approach was launched 20 years ago. Here,
students supported by mentor companies repair cars,
and work in pet shops and city hall. They thus learn in
an entertaining manner what work is like and why the
economy works the way it does. More than 130 schools in
the USA, Canada, Australia, Israel, and the Netherlands
have now adopted the Big Picture approach.

Teamwork at universities

Most students don’t really have a clear idea of what
awaits them in the working world. However, they do
know that if they want to begin working at a coveted
company, they themselves have to have a certain amount
of experience, charisma, and project knowledge. Simply
attending college isn’t enough. The world’s good universities know this, which is why they regularly offer
their students practical tasks set by employees from the
leading companies in the surrounding area.
This is perhaps why Stanford University in the heart
of Silicon Valley is considered the world’s most innovative university. Its “design thinking” approach combines
creative and analytical learning techniques. A similar
approach is taken by Imperial College London, which
is considered to be the most innovative university in

Europe. Here, interdisciplinary research centers on the
White City Campus promote teamwork and an interdisciplinary exchange of ideas. The private SRH Hochschule
Heidelberg makes use of the concepts from London and
Silicon Valley. Its approach is goal oriented (see page 43).
The idea here is that students should acquire knowledge
that can be applied in the working world.
At the same time, the knowledge utilized in professional settings is constantly changing, which means
that the things graduates learn will not remain useful all
the way up to retirement. In other words, learning never
ends.

Colleges for senior citizens

It’s not just that changes in the working world are making lifelong learning a must. Instead, many people rediscover their desire to learn long after their school days
have come to an end. This is apparently the case in China,
which has more senior-citizen students than any other
country in the world. The first colleges for senior citizens
in China were established as early as 1983; today, 50,000
such institutions form a network for educating the elderly. The average age of students at the Shanghai University
for the Elderly, for example, is over 65. English for Travelers is one of the most popular courses at the university,
especially among seniors whose children live abroad.
At the same time, young people can benefit from the
knowledge and experience of senior citizens—and this is
the mission of the University of the Third Age (U3A) global movement. U3As have been established mainly in the
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million people attended a total of
694,700 classes at
German evening
schools in 2014.
A total of 42.6
percent of these
students were
over 50.

10

percent of US
high schools are
“dropout factories”
in which only 60
percent of students
end up graduating.
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UK and in Commonwealth nations such as Australia and
South Africa. However, Slovenia, France, Poland, and the
Czech Republic are also each home to dozens of U3A groups.
The guiding principle here is learning in a community in a
type of self-organizing education system that breaks down
the barrier between teachers and students. For example,
the Indian IT specialist and education researcher Sugata
Mitra was astonished after he got children from the slums
of New Delhi onto the Internet and saw how young people
who could barely read or write teach each other how to use
the new technology—and even how to understand and
speak English.
For his new project, “School in the Cloud,” Mitra is relying on volunteers, many of them seniors, who can help
the poorest of the poor via Skype lessons. The “Granny
Cloud” turns senior citizens into teachers who also learn
new things themselves: The seniors teach kids who in many
cases are thousands of kilometers away in India, Cambodia,
or Colombia, for example, and have no access to schools.
In this manner, the whole world becomes a school in
which volunteers make knowledge and education available
to everyone regardless of their nationality or cultural background—and where everyone can make themselves
better, and the world around them a better place.
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Tianjin Senior University
Tianjin>China

Chiles’ project:
Ballifield Primary
School in Sheffield,
England

Isabel Stettin
hopes that she
will never lose the
desire to learn.
After completing her studies
she attended the
Zeitenspiegel-Reportageschule for
journalists.

Architecture
Rooms as Assistant
Teachers
Architect Prue Chiles believes
that students learn better in nice
buildings

Those who want to build a
school should think about
the restrooms first. “If the
bathrooms are great, everything else will automatically
be great,” says British architect Prue Chiles. Conversely,
if the bathrooms are dreary
they will develop into places
where children will be
threatened. Chiles therefore
remodeled the restrooms in
a school in London in a manner that exposed the school’s
solar panels. It looks good,
the children learn something
about sustainability, and the
room itself becomes more
than just its function. Mission accomplished.
Chiles and her colleagues
at the Sheffield-based architectural firm CE+CA are
specialists for the construction and modernization of
schools. Their approach is
designed to motivate both
students and teachers in line
with the firm’s motto that
“every school should be so
beautiful as to ensure that
children will identify with it.”
Their goal is for architecture
to reflect a school’s learning
concept. For example, if a
school focuses on individualized and interdisciplinary
learning, its classrooms need
to be designed flexibly in
order to enable them to be
used for any subject.
The experts at CE+CA try to

connect schools with their
surroundings in order to
generate a sense of community, even in depressed
neighborhoods. An auditorium, says Chiles, “can be
used for serving breakfast
or lunch, or for sports and
community events.”
She adds that “we shouldn’t
have to justify our willingness to build good schools.
In the past, you only had
traditional classroom
instruction and the children
went home at lunchtime.
Today’s learning is more
individualized and the
children spend more time at
school. Every student should
have an ideal environment.”
The inviting stairway in the
Hellerup School in Gentofte,
Denmark, is considered a
model for such an approach.
Its open design allows the
creation of many informal
learning niches and seating
arrangements. State-of-theart schools feature inviting
stairways, corridors bathed
in light, cozy corners, spaces
for games, adjustable rooms,
and plenty of places for students to meet up. In a survey
taken at the Gentofte school,
95 percent of the children
said they felt they could
learn better in their school’s
pleasant atmosphere. It
offers hope for the future.
Rainer Schmidt
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Down Into the Mine
Knowledge is an asset. Knowledge is not only
found in people’s minds, but also in computers and
file cabinets. But what happens when a fire, a flood
or some other disaster destroys carefully preserved
information? Cloud computing isn’t an option for
companies and governments. They store their
knowledge in a different way.
For example, in the Barbara Mine. Located deep
within a mountain of the Black Forest, this mine
contains more than 1,500 airtight barrels made
of stainless steel. These barrels store microfilms
of unique records of Germany’s history, including
treaties, manuscripts, maps, and texts. Among the
approximately 900 million images stored here are
the coronation document of Emperor Otto I from
936 and the Treaty of Westphalia from 1648. Some
1.5 million images are added every year. All of these
microfilms are protected against nuclear attack by a
concrete-covered layer of granite.
Companies that would like to use a similar service
can contact Iron Mountain, a US company that
specializes in archiving documents. The records are
stored in more than 1,000 locations worldwide,
including a high-security bunker in Hamburg and
underground mine galleries in Pennsylvania. Iron
Mountain stores a total of more than 12 million
cubic meters of paper records and 65 million data
storage media.

350 meters underground: The Barbara Mine

505,736

men and women began studying at
German universities in the winter
semester of 2015/2016. According to Destatis, the figure was
only 262,407 two decades earlier.
Although this might not sound like
much, it roughly corresponds to
the total number of college students in Germany in 1967.

Memory trainer and
neuroscientist
Torkel Klingberg

LEARNING
HOW TO
REMEMBER

In order to learn,
the thing you
need most is a
good working
memory. Neuroscientists are
searching for
ways we can
train it.

Kids who are
easily distracted
and forget what a
teacher has just told
them suffer from
attention deficit
disorder (ADD)
and are considered
to be unfocused
troublemakers who
might even be simply
dumb. Doctors often
treat this disorder by
prescribing Ritalin
even if they don’t
think it is a good
idea to continuously
administer psychiatric medication to
children. That’s why
many scientists are
now working on
treating the core
problem of this
disorder: insufficient
working memory.
Working memory
is the ability to
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remember for a few
seconds the things
one has just read or
heard. Once this time
is up, the brain can
compose and briefly
hold the next thought
in order to solve the
task it currently faces.

It’s possible to
train one’s working
memory, and the
Swedish neuroscientist Torkel Klingberg
has developed
computer games
for this purpose.
Similar to brainjogging games, these
exercises require
children to remember and reconstruct
the sequences and
positions of a variety
of elements. The
next step consists
of games such as
chess, where players

have to think several
moves ahead. Other
researchers focus on
reading, meditation
or music. Through
exercises and periods
of relaxation, the
researchers are trying
to help children suffering from ADD to
do better in school.

Such measures also
benefit grownups
whose performance
is hampered by a
flood of information
and who already forget what they wanted to do while walking to a co-worker’s
room next door. It
takes eight minutes
to immerse oneself
in a work process,
but the next interruption comes after
only three minutes on
average.
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3 questions for

Rod Pyle
“NASA is extremely
innovative because
it appreciates
unconventional
thinking”

the frontiers of research

At the
Forefront of Science

!

Astronomy
The matter we
and everything else we see
is composed of
only accounts for
four percent of the
universe’s mass.
The rest is invisible.
In addition to dark
matter, which can
only be detected by
its gravity, there
might also be dark
energy, which
would cause the
universe to expand.
This still needs to be
proved, however.
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Chemistry
Catalysts speed
up reactions but
are not consumed
in these processes
themselves. This
much is known.
However, scientists
now want to find
out how catalysts
might help us
develop environmentally friendly

1

and energy-saving
manufacturing
processes.

ple, or be used for
disaster relief.

!

!

Medicine
Can the aging process be
stopped through the
targeted mutation
of individual genes?
Such measures
might, at least, extend life expectancy
and prevent a whole
series of age-related
illnesses.

!

Biology
Biologists all over
the world are
searching for ways
to replace pathologically mutated
genes with healthy
ones in order to cure
genetic illnesses.
Optogenetics, for
example, deals with
proteins that can be
activated with light.
Such proteins help
to turn individual
nerve cells on and

off. Scientists hope
that this technology
will let them treat
blindness and neurological disorders,
for example.

!

Mathematics
Many mathematicians are
working on ways
to enable robots to
learn new skills so
that they can assist
people at nursing
homes, for exam-

Physics
Quarks, leptons,
and neutrinos:
Physicists want to
learn more about
the smallest building blocks of matter and how they
interact. Scientists
are also researching one-dimensional strings that
move through a
ten-dimensional
space-time continuum. All of this
is admittedly very
abstract. However,
the researchers
hope this information will enable
them to draw
conclusions regarding the origins
of the universe—in
the process, they
might also find out
what dark matter
and dark energy
are...

2

Why is NASA so
innovative?
Because it appreciates nothing as
much as unconventional thinking. The
Curiosity mars rover
is one example. The
engineers were
asked to find a new
way the rover could
land on Mars. They
were given lots of
time to reach this

now unwarranted with
regard to graduates of
the private SRH college,
which has completely
revamped its curriculum.
Purely academic knowledge has been replaced
by practical know-how
so that the college’s
approximately 3,000
students can actually
apply the things they’ve
learned. In 2012, SRH
Hochschule Heidelberg
introduced the CORE
principle: Competence
Oriented Research and
Education. Instead of
being divided into se-

job-oriented learning

Job-Focused Studies
at College
At schools and colleges, classes tend to
consist of somebody
talking, while the others
listen with varying degrees of concentration.
However, many school
children and college
students ask themselves
whether the knowledge
they gain is useful and
will benefit them in

What can
companies learn
from NASA?
Just think of the lunar
landing, for example, an accomplishment that inspired
and motivated an
entire generation of
employees. A clear
goal, a mission, and
passion are the crucial
factors for successful
innovations. You also
need enough time, of
course. It’s essential
that you give people
a “blue-sky mandate”
for their experiments.
The most important
thing is the results—
how long it takes
to implement these
results in real-life
applications is secondary.

their professions later
on. Such questions are
perfectly legitimate, says
Julia Rózsa, Director of
SRH Hochschule Heidelberg. She’s familiar with
companies’ complaints
about the time and effort
needed to prepare college graduates for their
jobs. However, Rózsa
says such complaints are
2   ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries

goal. No solution
was considered too
crazy—and this is
probably why they
came up with the Sky
Crane system, which
enabled the rover
to land with much
greater precision than
had been possible in
the past.

3

How can companies promote
innovation?
First of all, you need
to reduce red tape!
Leave the teams in
peace. Don’t pass
judgment until the
work is actually
finished. Praise everybody, no matter
whether their ideas
are implemented or
not. If you do that,
you will get employees who will enthusiastically work on
developing the best
solution possible.

Rod Pyle is an American
writer on science topics,
who specializes in the
National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA).

mesters, the courses are
organized into five-week
blocks, each of which is
devoted to a specific topic. Traditional classroom
lectures and seminars
are now a thing of the
past. “We are using new
learning methods,” says
Rózsa. There is now also
a broader range of different exams, including
a roleplaying game in
which the students have
to “advise” the manager
of a company. Participants who don’t get the
tone right fail.
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The digitization of
education is turning
the classroom on
its head: Students
develop projects
together, do research
on their own—and
end up learning more
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THINGS TO COME
Access for everyone, individual support for everyone: Digital customization will radically
change our education system. The question is not if but rather how and when.

Wilhelm von Humboldt would have liked digitization. The great educational reformer of the
19th century wanted “education for everyone”
as a foundation for enabling people to lead an independent life. Humboldt ultimately ended up establishing the
public education system in Germany. His dream, which
long remained unfulfilled, was for those who excel in
school to get further in life, regardless of their social
background. Today this is becoming possible. Digitization helps reconcile the general access to education with
a curriculum that is tailored to each individual student.
One example of this is the David A. Boody Junior
High School in Brooklyn, New York. Most of the students
here are from low-income and/or immigrant families
and need a lot of help with learning. Theoretically, every
student here needs tailored instruction—which is exactly what they’ve been getting for six years now. The concept is known as New Classrooms. For example, about 90
students learn math at various stations in a giant room
that extends across an entire floor. Some of the students
watch videos, others use learning software, and still
others work in groups or talk with the teacher.
The interesting thing here is not so much the variety
of learning methods as it is the accompanying automated individualization process: Each student takes a short
online test at the end of every school day and a central
computer in Manhattan determines overnight which
students need to do more work and which method would
be most suitable for them. The data is used to create an
individual learning plan for the next day that the student is informed about on wall monitors. The technology doesn’t make teachers redundant, but it does change
their role from someone who imparts knowledge to an
individual who serves as a learning partner. Teachers
thus have more time for discussions with students. The
program has been very successful, as student performance at Boody is now well above the national average,
which was not the case prior to the program’s implementation.

Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

Teachers as learning partners

In other words, digitization frees up time for the important aspects of learning. All people are different, and all
people learn differently. Even if everyone had to achieve
the same learning objective, the way they do it, and the
speed at which they do it, would vary greatly. Today’s
education systems don’t pay much attention to this fact.
Whether it’s public school systems, universities, or continuing education programs—everything is uniform and
standardized. “You’re 12 years old and it’s the fall, which

means it’s time to learn fractions,” is how journalist
Jürgen Schaefer describes the weakness of the system.
While it’s true that character development can not be
achieved with a seven-minute video, and computers
are no substitute for the teacher-student relationship,
the two technologies can in fact free up time for both.
New Classrooms is by no means the only digitized learning program out there. Bettermarks is a program from
Berlin that uses an interactive math textbook. Unlike a
printed textbook, the Bettermarks book has software
that guides each student through their own personal
path of learning, with exercises designed in accordance
with their abilities and learning speed. Here, the student doesn’t adapt to the textbook; instead, the learning
program adapts to the student. While the software isn’t
used all that much in German schools, the government
of Uruguay has decided to introduce Bettermarks in all
the country’s public schools.

The software learns along with the students

Mathematics is a good subject for the system because the
software can distinguish between right and wrong answers very easily. However, similar systems are increasingly being offered for other subjects, such as science and
engineering, computer science, foreign languages, and
spelling. More and more curricula are now available in
digital formats, and computers are increasingly able to
evaluate performance in even complex exercises. They
can correct texts, recognize logical relationships, and
provide continual feedback on learning progress.
All of this is made possible by big data. The analysis of huge amounts of user data simultaneously enables
individualized support and affordable access for everyone. The Knewton learning program in the USA meticulously monitors what, how, and how fast a student
learns and stores all the information. The software records every mouse click and key stroke, every right and
wrong answer, and every page view and cancellation.
In this manner, thousands of data sets on each student
are collected, analyzed, and used to optimize the student’s personal learning program every day. Complex
algorithms put together personal learning packages for
each and every student. The content and speed of these
packages are continually adjusted automatically—every
minute if necessary.
Knewton works so well because more then seven
million people around the world now use it. The software
identifies similarities and differences between thousands of individual users, which enables it to determine
which exercises are best for each student. What’s
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“Education means
bringing
out all the
strength
in an individual”
Wilhelm von
Humboldt laid the
foundation for the
German education
system as Minister of
Culture in Prussia
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more, Knewton can reliably calculate the probability
of correct and incorrect answers, as well as the grade a
given student will receive at the end of a course.
However, such computer-based forecasts are not absolute truths but are instead based on probabilities. This
is also true of the Degree Compass used by Austin Peay
State University in Tennessee in the USA. The Degree
Compass recommends customized curricula for each
student—and its software has an accuracy rate of more
than 90 percent for predicting whether a student will
pass a course, even before the first class is held. This is
where it becomes problematic.
For example, what should an admissions office do if
the data analysis for a young applicant reveals that she
will only be able to successfully complete her course of
study if the university invests substantial resources to
support her? How great will the temptation be to reject
such applicants from the start? Universities in the USA
are required to demonstrate a minimum percentage of
successful students in order to be eligible for government funding. So, if a computer program can identify an
applicant as a risk, does that mean that such applicants
will no longer be accepted, or even that they might be
required to pay higher tuition fees? This would amount
to punishing an individual not for something they have
actually done but instead for the results of a statistical
prediction. The applicant would thus become the victim
of a calculated probability.

The transparent learner

A lot of money can be made with data—and companies
that offer online courses for students try to do just that.
Coursera and Udacity, for example, obtain consent from
students who use their platforms to sell their personal
academic data to potential employers. While it might
help top graduates if an Internet university should send
their data to a company they would otherwise never
have access to, the situation for less gifted students is

rather different, as they have no interest in becoming
completely “transparent.” After all, a potential employer doesn’t have to know if a student had to take a course
three times before passing it. In the worst case, trading
in data could transform a learning platform into a type
of credit reporting agency for education that distributes
information on a college graduate’s suitability for a job
on the basis of the applicant’s previous academic record.

Exploiting the opportunities of digitization

Regulation will be needed in order to prevent big data
from leading to a “digital wild west.” Nobody wants
data behemoths selling and collecting all of our data
unnoticed. At the same time, fears related to the misuse
of data should not be allowed to prevent necessary improvements to education systems. If we are to exploit the
opportunities offered by digitization while also protecting our children, we will need to have a political debate,
clear laws, greater control over our data, and voluntary
commitments by all the parties involved.
Firstly, we need to conduct an open and honest dialogue
on how academic data is handled and protected. Such a
political debate will not be easy because it affects one of
the most important aspects of our society—our privacy.
Secondly, we need to have binding rules. Legislators must
establish a standardized, transparent, and easily understandable legal framework for the use of academic data.
Governments must not let individual companies and
providers address this issue on their own, regardless of
how good their intentions might be. After all, if everyone
regulates themselves at their own discretion, there will
be no legal consequences for improper behavior, and this
will lead to distrust.
Thirdly, We need to have more control over data. We need
to regulate not so much the generation and collection of

How we will learn tomorrow
One person talks and everyone else listens—those days are over. Knowledge is created through
interaction, and the basis for this is now provided by computer programs.

Everyone for themselves...

...everyone together...

...with learning software

Students can see for themselves what
they should learn by using a program on
the Internet—anytime and anywhere.
Content can be repeated until it’s been
absorbed (and no one will know how
many times it’s been repeated).

Any questions? Learning alone is often
frustrating, which is why interaction
with other students, teachers, and professors is so important—in the classroom
and chat room. Learning only becomes
knowledge after what’s learned has
been discussed.

At present, teachers check to see how
much a student has learned every few
weeks or months. Learning software
can itself learn what (and how much)
knowledge a student has absorbed. This
enables the use of customized curricula
that can be updated daily.
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“Fears
related to
the misuse
of data
should not
be allowed
to prevent
improvements in
education”
Jörg Dräger
Education expert
and member of the
Executive Board of the
Bertelsmann Foundation

MOOC
stands for Massive
Open Online Courses:
free courses with large
numbers of participants, usually at the
college level. MOOCs
combine traditional
teaching formats, such
as videos, reading
materials and exercises,
with forums in which
teachers and students
communicate with one
another.

EDTECH
stands for Education Technology: A
Silicon Valley term
for everything related
to digitized learning.
Investors have already
contributed more than
US$2 billion to new
EdTech programs.

Jörg Dräger’s book
(written with R.
Müller-Eiselt) offers a
clever overview of the
digital transformation. It
presents fair arguments
and clearly outlines
various possibilities.
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Internet universities
Education for everyone
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Sebastian Thrun founded the world’s first
virtual university: Udacity. His goal is to transform the entire academic landscape.

data as its use and transfer to third parties. Data protection regulations today mainly address the type of data
that may be collected and how long it can be stored. The
implementation of a digitized education system requires
a willingness to disclose personal data, as this is the only
way customized curricula can be created. At the same
time, without a student’s permission, such data should
not be forwarded so that it can be exploited by third parties. More specifically, legislators should make sure that
everyone remains the owner of his or her data, although
temporary usage rights can be granted to third parties for
clearly defined purposes. To ensure that everyone is adequately able to exercise such decision-making authority,
data sovereignty must become an integral part of school
curricula.

Critics are
concerned about
forced conformity—
but in reality
learning will likely
soon become much
more individualized

Fourthly, we need commitments by all the parties involved that they will not misuse data. Legislation alone
is not enough, as educational institutions must do their
part to ensure the proper handling of data. In other
words, schools, universities, and other providers of education services must pledge to use the data they collect
solely for the customization of teaching curricula and for
assisting students—i.e. not to stigmatize or select.
The digital revolution offers a chance to move away from
standardized teaching methods toward individualized
support; away from opportunities based on social background and financial status toward a system that offers
access to education and professions on the basis of skills
and abilities. If, however, data analysis is used to weed
out weak students instead of helping them, then the education system will become even more unfair than it
already is. This must be prevented. Algorithms should
serve the ends of learning rather than being used as barriers to education.

Jörg Dräger is a
member of the
Executive Board of
the Bertelsmann
Foundation and
Managing Director
of CHE (Center for
Higher Education).

Maybe five hundred; or a
thousand at best: Sebastian
Thrun didn’t expect to
attract any more students
than that when he held an
online lecture on artificial
intelligence in the fall of
2011. The German-born
computer scientist was
therefore overwhelmed
when 160,000 people
from around the world
registered for his lecture
within just a few days.
Thrun could teach at Stanford University for decades
without ever reaching that
many students.
He quit his job in Stanford
a few months after the
online lecture, turning his
focus to the establishment
of Udacity, the world’s first
online university.
Since 2012, students have
been using the platform to
take courses in information
technology, statistics, and
artificial intelligence—
and, with the exception
of administration fees
for certificates, Thrun’s
university is completely
free. Today, the online
university’s 120 employees
manage everything for the
approximately three million
students who “attend” the
virtual university, which is
constantly changing. Many
students drop out after a
few courses. Thrun, 49,
knows that even motivated
students need to be kept
focused with projects and
instruction in small groups.
Nevertheless, if he wasn’t
so sure that his academic
revolution would succeed,
he would never have
given up his positions as a
professor at Stanford and
Director of Research at
Google. Thrun believes
that education is a basic
right akin to freedom of
speech, which means
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Former Director of
Research at Google, former
Professor for Artificial
Intelligence at Stanford,
and founder of Udacity—
the world’s first online
university: Sebastian
Thrun

everyone should be able to
afford it.
Not everyone in academia
agrees. “Crude stuff,” said
one German education
researcher who tried the
platform and complained
there was “hardly any
interaction between instructors and students.”
A German native himself,
Thrun was not deterred
and he continues to refine
his platform. Udacity was
given a new business
model in 2015. Thrun
operates with companies in
order to help his students
get jobs, and he designs
new courses that precisely
meet the needs of specific
industries.
He also now openly criticizes traditional universities. Part of “an elite system that offers education
to a privileged few,” is how
he describes them. Udacity
is going to change that,
and “we’re going to make
history doing it.” That’s
not as far-fetched as it
might seem, given the fact
the journal Foreign Policy
named Thrun one of its
Top 100 Global Thinkers
in 2012.
Andin Tegen
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The Exploratorium in San Francisco is the
original model for all family-oriented museums. Here, education is an experience for
the whole body. Hearing, smelling, seeing,
tasting, touching, and trying out are not
only allowed but expressly desired.

“Truth
reveals
itself more
readily
through
experience
than instruction.”
Frank Oppenheimer
Founder of
Exploratorium
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Thousands of small nozzles transform the
water of San Francisco Bay into wisps of fog
that drift across the “Fog Bridge”

It’s noisy here—very noisy. If you visit the Exploratorium, which is picturesquely situated
on Pier 15 of San Francisco Bay, on a weekday
morning, you have to take care not to be overrun by
throngs of schoolchildren. There’s no orderly flow of
visitors through this museum. The children seem to be
running at random from one exhibit to the next, pushing buttons, turning wheels, shouting at each other, and
laughing. What are they learning here? Are they learning anything at all?
The Exploratorium is the original model for all modern science museums. Before it existed, there were institutions such as the Natural History Museum in London
and the German Museum in Munich, in which artifacts
were exhibited. The Exploratorium does not have any
collections of beetles or steam engines. It’s not so much
a museum as a place where visitors can playfully come
into direct contact with the phenomena of the world.
By now, hundreds of such science museums or science
centers have shot up all over the world. There are about
two dozen of them in Germany alone, depending on how
they are classified and counted. Although they are very
diverse, all of them operate to some extent along the
same lines as their famous model in San Francisco. And
80 percent of them use exhibits that were either developed at the Exploratorium or are adaptations of its ideas.
That, at least, is what the Exploratorium developers say.
In one wing of the museum, three puzzled children
are standing around a silvery metal bowl that contains
a chocolate bar, a tangerine, and a few pieces of candy.
There are no spectacular light or sound effects at this
“give-and-take table.” A sign says, “If you like something on this table, take it—but please replace it with
something that is either equally valuable or more valu-

able.” The focus here is not on the natural sciences, but
rather on ideas about society. If the bowl is full of trash
in the evening, it illustrates the “tragedy of the commons.”*
Tom Rockwell, who is responsible for creating the
concepts on which the exhibitions are based, is proud
of these social-science exhibits. “We’ve found that it’s
actually very easy to enable visitors to experience such
phenomena directly. You can get groups of visitors to directly reproduce classic experiments in social psychology.” For example, it’s possible to have two visitors sit
in isolation in two separate dark rooms and physically
experience the classic “prisoner’s dilemma.”*
Through an unlocked swinging door, visitors can
leave the exhibition and directly enter the glassed-in
workshop of the Exploratorium. Here they can watch the
approximately 30 members of the development team use
screwdrivers and milling and turning tools to create new
exhibits or overhaul old ones.
A developer’s job combines conceptual work with
manual labor. It’s obviously not enough to simply have a
good idea for how to visualize a scientific phenomenon.
If one million people are going to walk past the object
every year, even seemingly mundane criteria count. The
exhibit has to be robust in order to sustain the attacks of
12-year-olds. It has to function properly all day long and,
if possible, all week long, without requiring any maintenance. The text next to it should explain how it works in
the fewest possible words, and the exhibit should have
an “Eureka!” effect even on a visitor who spends only
half a minute looking at it.
The developers don’t simply create drafts of their exhibits. They build the prototypes themselves, using a laser cutter or traditional milling and turning tools. Only
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* The tragedy of the
commons If goods are
freely available and usable for everyone, there
is a risk that individual
egotism will assert
itself—at the cost of the
community’s interests

*The prisoner’s
dilemma Two thieves
will receive a mild
punishment as long as
they do not blame each
other. If one blames the
other, he will receive
no punishment, and
the other will receive a
long prison sentence. If
both blame each other,
both will receive long
prison sentences. What
should they do?
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How do tornadoes behave?
Tai Michael
Johnson is
finding out

The ping-pong ball
rolls for a good four
minutes through a
model of San Francisco made of toothpicks

What is the shadow
doing? Visitors in the
Shadow Box

when it comes to the construction of the finished
model do they get help from designers and engineers.
And specially trained authors make sure that the creators don’t overburden their exhibits with didactic text
panels.
When the museum opened in 1969, its plan was already to create a new kind of access to science education.
Its inventor, Frank Oppenheimer, wanted to liberate
science from its prison in anemic school curricula. His
approach centered on the idea that personal experience
should precede every theory. “If you explain science and
technology without any props, it’s like trying to teach a
person to swim without ever letting him or her get near
the water,” he says. Instead of orienting himself according to the various scientific disciplines, Oppenheimer
decided to focus on the human senses: sight, hearing,
touch, smell, and taste.
The first exhibits in his museum were classic physical
experiments—solid machines that moved or produced
light and sound effects. Some of them are still operating
in the museum after almost 50 years of service. But the
further you move away from physics, the more difficult
it becomes to build lasting exhibits that can be directly
experienced with the senses. For example, the developer Denise King works with sensitive living organisms.

She is especially proud of a glass box she designed. Inside it lies a glass plate the size of a saucer, which was
previously exposed to the water of San Francisco Bay for
a week. Visitors can move a microscope back and forth
outside the glass box and look at a display that shows
them high-resolution images of the marine flora and
fauna that have accumulated on the glass plate. Every
week there’s a new marine microcosm.
What happens inside the head of a child who has explored this underwater world for a few moments with a
joystick? Does any of it remain in the child’s memory?
Critics of the Exploratorium often claim that it offers its
visitors a random collection of diverse phenomena. And
they complain that children in particular have a lot of
fun with the exhibits but don’t learn anything in the
process. Other science museums have a more didactic
approach. They orient their exhibits in line with learning
targets or even try to convey political messages. But the
Exploratorium holds fast to its founder’s idea that truth
reveals itself more readily through direct experience
than through instruction. Oppenheimer also believed
that there are learning effects that cannot be identified
through testing. “We are not a transmission station,”
says Robert Semper, who has been working at the Exploratorium since 1977 and is currently its acting director.
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“Visitors
spend
little time
at lot of
exhibits—
and a lot
of time at
very few”
Robert Semper
Acting director of the
Exploratorium
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Education
should be sensory!
Tom Rockwell creates exhibition concepts
for the Exploratorium. He knows that if the
hands can grasp something, the brain will
understand it and the spirit will be thrilled.

Photography: Exploratorium (2), The New York Times/Redux/laif (2)

Mr. Rockwell, what
makes an exhibit effective?
The most important question is: Is it even possible to
show the actual phenomenon? Is it “exhibitable,” as
we put it? In our museum
you won’t find many exhibits about particle physics
or cosmology.

He explains that the museum’s effects are more subtle.
For example, researchers asked Exploratorium visitors
after half a year what had remained in their memories.
For many, it was a single exhibit that had demonstrated
to them a phenomenon they had never seen before from
that particular perspective.
“If you look at the visitors,” says Semper, “you realize
that they spend only a little time at very many exhibits
and a lot of time at very few exhibits.” That observation
applies to the unruly children as well as to adult visitors
and even genuine scientists. Here too, the Exploratorium
sticks to the credo that was formulated by its founder,
Frank Oppenheimer, when it was opened: “It’s important not to force the people who use the museum to follow
any predefined patterns.” In other words, patterns like
those in school curricula.
Nowadays the instruction in schools is not as dry as
it used to be. More importantly, on the Internet there is a
wealth of interesting material about every scientific topic. But even the best website is no substitute for sensory
experience. People can theoretically understand the fact
that a large top strives to keep its axis of rotation constant—and can soon forget it. But a child who is whirled
around by the resulting force in the Exploratorium will
remember this physical experience for a lifetime.

When you’re designing
a new exhibition, do you
have educational targets
in mind?
That depends on what you
mean by an educational
target. Do you mean a
list of cognitive questions
you can be quizzed on?
Science museums aren’t
especially good at that.
Before I started working at
the Exploratorium I created
an exhibition together with
a biochemist who wanted
to convey a core sentence:
Everything is made of
atoms! In the end, we set
up a loudspeaker that repeated this sentence over
and over again. And of
course the people quoted
exactly this sentence when
we surveyed them later
on. Did that make it a good
exhibition? I think there
are other kinds of learning
that are more physical and
sensory.
Christoph Drösser
headed the Science
section of the
weekly newspaper
Die Zeit for many
years. He has lived in
San Francisco since
2015 and works as
a freelance journalist
and book author. His
most recent work is
Total  berechenbar?
Wenn Algorithmen
für uns entscheiden.
Drösser helped to
design the Odysseum in Cologne

How important are the
texts that describe the
exhibits?
We know from our
research that visitors don’t
do a lot of reading at our
exhibitions. The important
thing is to make sure the
signs precisely explain how
the exhibit works. Fathers,
in particular, tend to invent
completely wrong explanations for their children.
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The exhibition designer
Tom Rockwell, 53, has
been working at the
Exploratorium for 11 years

Do your exhibitions have
a mission?
Some researchers have
concluded that this kind
of exhibition can easily
backfire. Our founder,
Frank Oppenheimer, who
was a very political thinker,
was convinced that we
shouldn’t put ourselves and
our prejudices between
the visitors and the phenomena.
Does this apply to the
discussion about climate
change as well?
If you present even more
science to climate change
deniers, that doesn’t
change a thing. And if you
criticize them, they run
away. After all, the right
questions are: Where am
I getting my information?
Why do I believe some
sources more than others?
I can conduct this social
psychology research on
myself; I don’t need to
travel to the edge of the
atmosphere or to simulate
the climate on Venus with
the help of a computer.
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Changing
Views of
the World
For centuries, scientists and
explorers have changed the way
we look at the world, not to
mention our philosophies, our
way of thinking, our values, and
our society. Science historian
Ernst Peter Fischer talks about
the revolution taking place in
science—and in our heads.

Historian
Ernst Peter
Fischer wants
to know
whether people can still
be brought to
understand
the accomplishments of
science
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Fischer’s current reading list

Mr. Fischer, what exactly does it
mean when people think about
themselves and the world around

Photography: Ramon Haindl (2), Bettmann Archive/Getty Images

them?
Ernst Peter Fischer: People are looking for
direction and they believe a worldview can
provide it. We look at the world and try to
fit the pieces together to create a cohesive
and meaningful whole. In other words,
a worldview is the synthesis of what we
experience in the world and what we think
about these experiences.
What role does science play here?
EPF: It provides knowledge of the material world, things like atoms, molecules or
genes. Science is thus the first step in the
creation of a worldview. Everything then
needs to be interpreted, and such interpretations will differ depending on one’s
religion, culture, or personal situation,
although these interpretations are, in turn,
also shaped by science.
How long has science been shaping our
view of the world?
EPF: Since the early 17th century—in other
words, since the era of Copernicus, Kepler,
Newton, Galileo, and Bacon. Before that
time, people sought to achieve certainty
through faith. Later, they began attempting to achieve certainty through independent thought and systematic trial and
error. The idea that “knowledge is power”
was the original foundation of science.

A 19th century Flammarion engraving depicts the shift of worldview in the Middle Ages

“Science needs to be
presented in a way that
people can understand
emotionally”
What were the consequences of this attitude?
EPF: People became more self-confident.
Once they began to understand nature,
they realized they could put its laws to
their own use. The result was an evolutionary process of understanding that continues to shape the world today.
To what extent has this knowledge
changed the way we look at the world?
EPF: The scientific community believed
for a very long time that everything could
be explained. This belief was based on a
mechanistic worldview that had a major
impact on philosophy in general. Quantum
theory and the theory of relativity put an
end to this naive view of the world, and
the world became more complex to us as
a result. Nevertheless, most people today
still believe they live in a world with clear
causes and effects and are therefore always
looking for causalities.
Why doesn’t the way we think reflect the
notion that the world is more complex than
that?
2  ⁄ 2016 the magazine from evonik industries

EPF: Developing a view of the world
involves reconciling knowledge with
internal points of view. However, evolution
has trained us to anticipate simple reactions. For example, when we let go of a ball,
it falls down—the Earth’s gravity is easy
to understand based on our experiences.
That’s why we like linear explanations, and
why we’re quickly overwhelmed whenever
several interactions need to be considered
simultaneously.
Nevertheless, science has often radically
altered our worldview. How has it been
able to do so?
EPF: With creative processes that are often
successful if a person can transfer thoughts
from the human realm to nature. One
example here is Charles Darwin’s discovery that living organisms can evolve. He
observed this phenomenon but had no
name for it. Darwin lived in the age of industrialization, during a time when people
were wondering whether the population
explosion and the possibility of ever-scarcer food resources might lead to a “struggle
for survival” among human beings. That’s
how Darwin came up with the idea of the
struggle for survival among the species.
Does this mean knowledge is interpreted
differently in different societies?
EPF: Certain types of thoughts occur in
certain types of cultures. A good example
of this is offered by Romanticism and
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its belief in polarity. Conscious/unconscious, visible/invisible—such opposites
were thought of by the Romanticists of the
early 19th century as always belonging
together. Then, in 1820, it was discovered
that electricity had an effect on a magnetic needle. The physicist Michael Faraday
thought, “well, the opposite must also be
true; I should also be able to generate electricity by altering a magnetic field.” That’s
how Faraday discovered the principle of
electromagnetic induction in 1831—and
this principle is the reason why our electricity comes out of a socket today.
Can you give us a more contemporary
example?
EPF: A similar type of cultural dependence
can be seen in current cancer research.
American scientists are looking to find the
causes, so they focus on clearly identifiable
objects such as viruses or bacteria, while
researchers in Europe are increasingly
examining psychological connections.
This shows that scientists are always part
of the culture they live in. But haven’t
scientists also always radically changed the
cultures and societies they’ve lived in?
EPF: Of course. For example, Darwin completely changed our view of human beings.
Or consider the measurement of time. The
advancements made with clocks enabled
people to become actually aware of time,
and this also led to the type of scheduled
existence we now lead with time clocks,

Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution revolutionized our view of humankind

“Those who ask
questions make the
world seem magical and
show that it’s full
of mysteries”
timetables, school hours and so on. Still,
science alone does not cause revolutions;
there also has to be human need that
scientific knowledge can serve. In terms of
time measurement, an increasingly mobile
population did in fact always want to know
what time it was. People also became fascinated by the idea that stars aren’t really
located where we see them, which is an
understanding we owe to Einstein’s theory
of relativity.
What does that mean in terms of the formative power of science today? People are
evidently less fascinated by it these days.
EPF: It’s lost some of its formative power
because there haven’t been any grand ideas
as of late. So, one of its most important
sources of influence is gone, namely the
ability of admired scientists to do away
with naive ideas and notions. People have
also always accepted science whenever it’s
been able to make clear predictions. However, this is something science can rarely
do these days; it really no longer provides
knowledge that offers a sense of direction.
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Is that because science has become more
and more complex?
EPF: Yes. People can’t visualize complicated theories or purely mathematical models.
They then end up occupying themselves
with interesting phenomenon like black
holes or gravity waves without really
knowing anything about them. Or else
they acknowledge science and then quickly become bored and forget about it.
In this sense, we are losing a key component of how we look at the world. What
can scientists do to stop this?
EPF: They need to present their work in a
way that people can understand emotionally, which means scientists have to show
enthusiasm about what they do.
Yes, but just because someone enjoys
explaining something doesn’t mean I’ll be
able to understand it better.
EPF: No, but scientists could generate
enough enthusiasm to get people to explore
science further. That would be something
similar to what I said before about Einstein’s theory of relativity, which despite
its complex space-time construct postulates a phenomenon that can be understood
with geometry. Something similar can also
be found in painting—in cubism. Picasso’s
Les Desmoilles d’Avignon, for example,
contains a figure whose back and face can
both be seen. Picasso thus showed what the
figure looks like if you were to walk around
it, which means he painted time into space

Photography: Ramon Haindl (2), The Print Collector/Alamy Stock Photo | Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

Likes to be around nice things: Fischer’s desk
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Ernst Peter Fischer,
69, studied physics and
mathematics in Cologne and biology at
the California Institute
of Technology in Pasadena (USA), where
he received a PhD
under Max Delbrück in
1977. After obtaining a post-doctoral
qualification in 1987,
Fischer began teaching
science history, first
at the University of
Konstanz, until 2011,
and now at Heidelberg
University. Fischer
is also the author
of numerous books
about scientists and
scientific phenomena
and developments. His
latest book, Durch die
Nacht – Eine Naturgeschichte der Dunkelheit,
was published in 2015
(Siedler)

and created a space-time. This is what
Einstein described mathematically—but
hardly anyone understands him. Picasso,
on the other hand, provided a visual representation of it.
And what is one supposed to do with that?
EPF: One starts to think, but you still have
to get used to the fact that science today
always leads to a further question. That’s
not a bad thing, though, because it makes
the world seem magical and shows that it’s
full of mysteries—and trying to visualize
such mysteries is a lot of fun.
Will it enable me to understand the world?
EPF: You can learn about it piece by piece,
and given the large scope of specialized
knowledge today it’s probably best to start
with the basics—for example atoms. Once
you can form an image of them, you can
move on to semiconductors and computer
chips, and then you’ll be able to talk about
important questions with others—things
like how much longer Moore’s law that
the number of circuits on a chip regularly doubles can remain valid. These days,
electrons race through conductors that
are barely bigger than they are. What are
the implications of this? Is an electron a
particle or a wave? Now you’re at the point
of discussing modern physics.
What can our educational institutions do to
get more people to think like that?
EPF: They could start generating interest in
such things in schools. These days, kids go
to school full of curiosity and return home
more or less bored. Light becomes a black
line that hits another black line—and the
whole thing is called reflection. Children
learn the scientific laws about light, but
not about light itself. Kids love to watch
light reflect off a lake, so why not use that
as a basis? You can learn a lot more about
science taking a walk than from a schoolbook. You then automatically deal with the
laws of nature as well.
Which means a clear view of the world is
there as well?
EPF: Well, it would at least make thinking
more fun, even thinking about science. A
lot of people try to avoid that today, and
that’s actually disturbing because science
shows us that the world is our world and
that we have a chance to understand it if
we want to. You simply can’t allow an opportunity like that to slip away.

Christian Sywottek is a journalist
based in Cologne. Science was always a
challenge for him. His conversation with
Ernst Peter Fischer reminded him that
there’s a lot to gain from learning about
science
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ROHACELL

For successful take offs every day, helicopters depend on the strength and reliability of rotor blades
containing the structural foam ROHACELL. This high-tech product from Evonik is a tried and tested lightweight material found in airplanes, sports equipment and cars. In other words, it is used wherever energy
has to be saved by means of a lightweight design while guaranteeing safety.

Some areas
of application
for
ROHACELL

4
LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN

In order to combine maximum strength
with low weight, rotor blades have a
sandwich design, in which two thin layers
of fiber-reinforced composites cover a
lightweight core made of structural foam

Medical technology
X-ray beds that have a
ROHACELL core help
to reduce the radiation
exposure

Winter sports
Cross-country skis
contain an extremely
strong foam core of
the high-tech material

Aviation
High-strength structures such as the pressure bulkhead of the
Airbus A330 and A380
models take to the skies
with ROHACELL

You can find additional
milestones of chemistry at:
geschichte.evonik.de/sites/
geschichte/en/inventions

ROHACELL® is a registered trademark of Evonik Industries AG or one of its subsidiaries.
It is indicated in capital letters throughout the text
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Automotive
The lightweight
material from Evonik is
also found in more and
more car components
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1

7.8 t
steel

2.7 t

aluminum

32 kg

MATERIAL

ROHACELL weights much
less per cubic meter than
materials like steel and
aluminum

ROHACELL

The foam experts

2

ROTOR BLADES

Rotors can be subject to centrifugal
accelerations that are around one
thousand times stronger than the
Earth’s gravity. That’s an incredible
load. ROHACELL makes rotors light as
well as strong

Wolfgang Pip enjoyed publishing tips
and tricks for processing the product in
ROHACELL-Postille—the company magazine of the time—during the 1970s.
The section was called “Ask Mr. Pip”—
and Mr. Pip, the engineer from the applications lab, was happy to answer. The
two main developers of ROHACELL
were Günter Schröder and Wolfgang
Gänzler, during the 1960s. In September 1967 Röhm & Haas registered two
patents for the production of foamable
plastics and for the manufacturing of
moldings made of structural foam.

HISTORY
ROHACELL has its origins in acrylate and methacrylate chemistry that the former company
Röhm & Haas OHG developed in Darmstadt beginning in 1912. The first half of the brand name
ROHACELL refers to the names of the company
founders, while the word “cell” refers to the fine
cell structure of the polymethacrylimide.
1961 The first samples are created
1967 The patents are applied for
1968 ROHACELL is registered as a trademark

O

C

C

3

N

1970	ROHACELL is manufactured on an industrial scale for the first time

O

H

WELL FOAMED

A foaming agent is used to polymerize the colorless liquids methacrylic acid (MAA)
and methacrylonitrile (MAN) into a hard, transparent sheet of plastic. When heated
and combined with a foaming agent, this material is turned into a fine-celled, white
polymethacrylimide (PMI) structural foam: ROHACELL

1972	The foam is approved for use in aviation
for the first time
1976	Rosi Mittermaier wins two gold medals
on ROHACELL skis during the Winter
Olympics
1978	The material takes off into outer space in
the satellite Geos
1980	ROHACELL is used as the core material
of a ship’s deck for the first time
1990	ROHACELL is used in a civil passenger
jet for the first time: the McDonnell
Douglas MD-11
1998	The structural foam is approved for use
in several Airbus models

Manufacturers of helicopters, airplanes, cars, ships or
trains can all lighten up their
products by using ROHACELL.
The structural foam weighs just a fraction of the mass of steel or aluminum, yet
it can withstand immense pressures and
extreme variations in temperature. This resilience and the unremitting research effort
at Evonik Industries continues to open new
areas of application for ROHACELL. Today,

this plastic is found in aircraft wings and
in structural components for cars—even
in Formula 1. ROHACELL is often used in a
sandwich structure—as a lightweight core
between two covering layers of fiber-reinforced composite materials.
As the applications increase, so does the
demand. In recent years, Evonik has commissioned several new production facilities,
the most recent of them in Shanghai this
January.
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2008	ROHACELL jumps across the Atlantic
with a new plant in Mobile, Alabama
(USA)
2014	Evonik penetrates a new market segment in the aviation sector: ROHACELL
HERO withstands high temperature
fluctuations and extreme mechanical
loads
2015	ROHACELL Triple F is used as a lightweight material in the automotive industry
2016	ROHACELL is produced at a new plant
in Shanghai (China)
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Taming Tigers the Modern Way
When it comes to teaching children, today’s classic recipe is a mixture of motivation, empathy and praise.
But does it also work with wild animals? Tiger teacher Carmen Zander talks about teaching in a cage, her
soft approach to training tigers, and the tough life in the world of the circus.

How did you become a tiger teacher?
My path was rather unusual, because
I’m not from a circus family. I was in the
East German national training squad for
rhythmic gymnastics but then moved to a
school for acrobatics, because I got injured
in the run-up to the Olympics and had to
give up the sport. When I was 19, I performed in a dance with tigers in the circus
ring. That opened up a whole new world for
me. I spent the next 12 years learning the
job with animal trainers. In 2006, once I’d

passed my exam, I got my first five tigers,
from a safari park.
Have the public’s expectations changed?
In the past the trainers used to jump
around the ring like crazy. Nowadays
people want a more peaceful performance.
Back then the lion would rip the trainers
shirt off; today the public want him to give
the trainer a kiss! But you have to remember: they’re wild cats. You can’t discuss
with them. It’s important that they know
who’s the alpha animal. You achieve that
through clear commands and physical
presence.
How are tigers taught these days?
By showing them how to do something.
My tigers were four and half months old
when they came to me. From that
point onward, I’ve taught them
everything from scratch: How
to go through the tunnel; how
to jump from one pedestal to
another; how to go back
to their own place. I
showed them what
to do, and they
followed me. I
jumped, and
they jumped
after me. To

“I’ll do
anything for
my pussycats”—Carmen
Zander, 42, is
Europe’s only
female tiger
trainer; shown
here with Bengal
tigress Ashanti

them I’m a bit like a mother. It’s got nothing to do with taming them—more with
imitation.
Do different tigers have different talents?
They’ve got different preferences. I have a
white tigress, who doesn’t like to balance.
But instead, she’ll let me revolve her on a
large ball. Or, for example, passing meat
from mouth to mouth: I only do that with
one particular tigress, because I know that
she would never try and hit me with her
paw.
What happens when the tiger won’t cooperate? Is there any form of pressure you
can use?
Tiger’s can get very huffy very quickly.
And you need to watch out when they’re in
a bad mood! What usually works then is a
form of diversion. For example, I’ll stroke
one of the other tigers. The first tiger sees
that and thinks: Me, too! And by then it’s
forgotten its bad mood.
Animal conservationists have complained
that you hit the animals with a stick in the
ring.
The bamboo cane is an extension of my
arm. At the end of the cane is the treat. If
I give that to the tiger with my hand, and
he reacts with his paw, even if only in a
playful way, then it’s goodnight for me!
There are situations in which I need to rap
the pedestal with the stick in order to attract the tigers’ attention. I would never hit
them. Just imagine how they would react!
That would be the end of me.
Most animal trainers are men. Is it difficult
for a woman in this field?
It’s true that there are only a few women
who work with big cats. And I had no idea
how difficult it would be to get accepted
in the circus world. It’s not enough to be
good at your job. The circus families prefer
to stick together and even marry among
themselves. I’m still a free operator. But
because of the increasing criticism of acts
with big cats, it’s difficult to get engagements. And, basically, it’s a round-theclock job.
Interview: Saphir Robert
The Tiger Show with Carmen Zander is
booked for this year’s Great Christmas
Circus in Frankfurt am Main.

Photography: action press, shutterstock

You call yourself an animal teacher rather
than animal tamer. Why?
Animal teacher sounds kinder. That said,
the job of an animal trainer has really
changed. There’s no “wild taming” anymore, with a chair and whip, like there
was 50 years ago. Now there’s “gentle
training” with incentives and treats.
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HOW HUMANKIND
STORES KNOWLEDGE
Since the earliest days humans have recorded facts and events
of significance. Over the centuries clay tablets, parchment and
paper have been used to document historical events, stories, laws,
genealogies, accounts and construction plans. But now there are
technologically more sophisticated media. Soon the advent of the
DNA memory chip should resolve, once and for all, a previously
intractable problem: Whenever an information storage medium
decays, some or all of the knowledge that it held is lost.
A seed vault for the future

Heads in the clouds

Spitzbergen near the North Pole is home to the world’s largest seed vault. Located deep underground, the Svalbard Global Seed Vault stores around 843,000
seed samples from cultivated plants at minus 18 degrees Celsius. The vault’s
aim is to preserve plants and therefore their genes for future generations. Such
efforts are more important today than ever before, because the United Nations
estimates that around 50,000 species of cultivated plants disappear every year.

Messages in outer space

The fastest growing knowledge storage facilities at the moment are data centers that provide the online storage capacity known as cloud storage. More and
more data has been stored in such data clouds since 1994. The biggest providers
of cloud computing services have alone stored more than 50 trillion items from
their customers. It’s crucial that this storage system grow because 2.5 quintillion
bytes of new data are generated worldwide every day.

The gold-plated records that were launched into space on the Voyager probes
in 1977 have now reached interstellar space. Featuring greetings spoken in
55 languages as well as images, songs, and sounds, their purpose is to inform
aliens about life on earth. In 2017 a time capsule will be put into orbit on the
KEO satellite. Fifty thousand years from now, the satellite will again enter the
earth’s atmosphere and tell future generations about life in the 21st century.

Rapidly growing storage capacities
More and more for less and less: The graphic shows the storage capacities and retail prices of
hard discs in the USA since 1980. The available hard disc storage capacity has increased 100,000-fold
since 1980. As a result, one gigabyte only costs one ten millionth of the amount it cost back then.
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L E G E N D

1928

a) Cut the papyrus stalk
b) Peel off the rind
c) Cut the pith into strips
d) Soak the strips in water and hammer them together
e) Leave to dry and polish with a stone

Up to 30
years

350

A

3

1963 Up to 90 minutes/side
Several decades

A

1
2

10 TB
1969

3.4 MB

Herman Hollerith
used the first punched
cards to store data
for the U.S. census.
Punched tape was
already being used to
operate mechanical
looms in the 18th
century.

Up to 30 years

4

A

D

The compact cassette is the faithful
companion of the Walkman, which
was launched on the market in
1979. The cassette tape is currently
experiencing a minor revival.

shutterstock (15), Alamy (3), istockphoto, Computer History Museum, University of Southampton Illustration: C3 Visual Lab Source: http://www.mkomo.com/cost-per-gigabyte

D

The storage capacity of
hard discs is growing rapidly: In 1956, the first hard
disc could store 5 MB. The
first 1-terabyte hard disc
made its debut in 2007.

A standardized IBM punched card
with 80 columns can encode numbers
as well as letters.

Ten hours

1976
Up to 35 years

700 MB

80 minutes

a

Scan

c

a) Laser
b) Semi-transparent mirror
c) Photodiode
d) Pit

A CD reflects a laser
beam that enables photodiodes to recognize
pits on the rotating disc
and thus convert the
code into music.

1 TB

1999
30 years

The MiniDisc, digital audio tape (DAT), and
digital compact cassette (DCC) were competing digital formats that strove to succeed
the analog cassette tape in the early 1990s.

1995

8.5 GB

4 hours

a) Connection
b) USB controller
c) Flash memory
d) LED
e) Piezoelectric crystal

d

100 years

c

CD tracks
d

The compact disc (CD) is a multimedia storage medium for music,
videos, photos, and computer games.
Everything is turned into data, and
digital systems supplant analog ones.

2002

128 GB

9 hours

Up to 85 years
(HD)

One hundred
thousand
years

2012

2 PB/gram

Several billion
years

2013

360 TB/disc

b
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D
The digital versatile disc (DVD) peaked in 2004. One of the first movies on
DVD was Blade Runner. Finding Nemo
was probably the world’s best-selling
DVD (41 million DVDs).

a

Around 15 years ago,
a USB memory stick
could store about eight
megabytes. Today’s
devices store up to
one terabyte. In 2005
all 30 volumes of the
Brockhaus encyclopedia were stored for the
first time on a single
USB stick.

D

D

D

D

Every USB memory stick
contains a piece of quartz that
synchronizes the reading and
storage of data.

The blue ray: The laser that reads the
data on a Blu-ray disk is violet (405
nanometers), while the DVD laser is
red (650 nm).

150

Photographic
years

Cathode ray tube

Digital

Optical
Magneto-optical
Electronic

Future I, the long-term organic archive:
DNA storage systems can already store
and retrieve huge amounts of data as
nucleotide codes.

1890

2012

The data room

Mankind’s data storage capacity has grown immensely over time. If the
capacity of a punched card were represented by the area of a circle
2.8 millimeters in diameter, the capacity of a DNA storage system would
correspond to an area twice that of Manhattan.

6.3 mm2

x2 Manhattan

Knowledge

D

Up to 512 GB

D
New data storage systems for mobile
digital devices: Memory cards such as the
CompactFlash or (beginning in 2000)
the SD card are handy, flexible, and reliable.

Analog

Edition

A
In the 1980s, the Video Home System
(VHS) brought movie recordings into
the home. The DVD led to the video
tape’s demise, and the last blank cassettes were manufactured in 2015.

e

1994
Up to 30 years

Mechanical
Magnetic

A
D

years

Biological

Nitrate film was the main visual storage
medium of the first half of the 20th century. Archiving such film is dangerous,
because it can self-ignite.

7

b

IBM 350

Type of storage

6

9

1981
Up to 80 years

Floppy disks were the portable
data media of the 20th century.
The first such disks had 80 kB
of storage capacity, which was
more than enough at the time.

80 minutes

Up to 30 years

D

years

5

8

A

The first hard disc could only
be rented. It was the size of a
cabinet and equipped with an
air compressor.

1.73 m

4 hours

100

More than 100 years

0

The magnetic tape that was invented by the Austro-German engineer
Fritz Pfleumer is still used to archive
large amounts of data today.

The data storage medium of the ancient world is made of the papyrus plant.
Papyrus was used to write down the New Testament and record Plato’s
ideas, and the world’s first libraries were filled with papyrus scrolls.

Up to 30 years

D
The Williams tube causes points of
light to appear that are then interpreted as data. This was the first digital
random-access memory (RAM).

Storage Capacity (audio/video)

years

years

0.32 kB

400

a b cd e f g h i

Unknown

1991

Timeline for the lifespan of
a medium: A single revolution
equals 500 years. Every
additional revolution
represents another
500 years

1887

0 12 3 4 56 7

A
Global sales of LP records reached
an all-time high of about 1.14 billion
in 1981.

1956
1946

In 1866 dynamite was invented,
Crime and Punishment published, and
the first barite-coated photographic
paper produced in Madrid.

Equals 0.08 kB

200

D

A microfilm enabled a single carrier pigeon to bring around 40,000 messages
to the besieged city of Paris during the
Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71.

1890
Several hundred years

e

A
The drum memory is one of the
predecessors of the hard disc. It was
primarily used back in the 1950s to
store data on a rotating metal cylinder.

Germany’s first paper mill was set up
in 1389/90 near Nuremberg. Today,
more than 400 million tons of paper are
manufactured annually worldwide.

Up to 185 TB

years

Several decades

Costly to make, parchment was
made from animal skins and generally reused several times. The ink
eraser of ancient times: citric acid.
Papyrus production

25 minutes/page

300

Several decades

1930

years

Ancient clay tablets let us trace the
development of writing and of other
economic and cultural advances.

Up to 150 MB

450

1932

Up to x PB
Up to x TB
Up to x GB
Up to x MB
Up to x kB

Lifespan of the medium
(optimal conditions)

a

The first cave paintings were made
around 40,000 years ago in France,
Spain, and Indonesia. The typical Stone
Age motifs were animals and impressions
of human hands.

Storage Capacity (data)

Existence of the medium

A

500 years

A

years

A

A

d

50

A

250 years

b

A

Future II, the 5D storage system: A laser
inscribes nanodots onto a small glass disc
the size of a two-euro coin. This system is
expected to last for all eternity.
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Stores
of All
Knowledge
For thousands of years,
people have been recording
what they think, feel, and
experience. Some of these texts
last for generations.
An introduction to the history
of data recording
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“Thanks to digitization,
Humboldt’s ideal of education
for all will be fulfilled—
with learning plans tailored
to every individual’s
precise needs”
Jörg Dräger, Member of the Executive Board of the Bertelsmann
Foundation and Managing Director of the Centre for Higher Education
(CHE)

